
DATE NAME EMAIL ELEMENTARY MIDDLE HIGH OPTIONS COMMENT

02/05/2020 Sri sriattur4@gmail.com

Mr Steven Spark and BSD,Please note that SpringVille is not in the neighborhood of Stoller.Not even a single kid can come by 
walk.In fact many of the SpringVille parents  don't even know where is Stoller located until their kids come to Middle 
school.SpringVillle is making hype about commute time to Five Oaks.For one of the route, its just taking 2 minutes extra 
time to FO compared to Stoller.Even one of the Finldey route takes 41 minutes to Timberland.SpringVille is just using the 
commute time as the excuse.Please do not put 2 rapidly growing schools at Stoller.

02/05/2020 Angela Alkhatib angela979907@gmail.com Cooper Mountain Elem Highland Park MS Mountainside

I have reviewed the proposed middle school boundary changes. My daughter currently attends Highland Park Middle 
School, where she just started this year! Maps B & C would mean HUGE changes and disruption to students and families.  
While Map A would cause there least disruption tip students and families. Please consider the effect changing middle 
schools would have on students.

02/05/2020 Sarah Fletcher Smcfletcher@gmail.com Cooper Mountain Elem

Dear Board Members,I would like to see how Map C works with the following changes:Cooper Mountain remains at 
Highland Park (vs a move to Mountain View)Scholls Heights remains at Conestoga (vs a move to Highland Park)Cooper 
Mountain and Scholls Heights have a similar number of enrolled students (480 and 545 respectively) and this allows both 
schools to remain with their communities. Thank you,

02/05/2020 Shawli shawli22@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

We want JUSTICE for Springville kids over walkability. In the U.S., the average adult, one-way commute time is 26.1 
minutes, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. Our kids will commute approximately 45 mins each way.Our kids are not 
ping-pong balls. It is absolutely heart breaking to see the entire Springville school being sent to three different school. North 
Springville is sent South to Five Oaks, my kid will commute 5.3 mile one way everyday. South Springville is sent to Stoller. 
Summa kids of Springville is sent 8 miles to Cedar Park. What kind of EQUALITY is this? Our kids and community need to 
understand it.

02/05/2020 Rachel Vinson rachelvinson@flash.net Cooper Mountain Elem Highland Park MS Mountainside

I am writing to show support of map A.  As a parent who children went through Cooper Mountain Elementary, and are 
currently in middle school, Map A will provide the least disruption for the least amount of families.  Currently, the majority 
of Cooper Mountain students go to Highland Park.  It seems to me that it just does not make sense to relocate the majority 
of those kids who have already established relationships at their current middle school.  Please, I am you to seriously 
consider the needs of the majority of these students and their families.

02/05/2020 Nancy Collett nancy@norwesters.net Cooper Mountain Elem

Doing some basic math based on published stats for the middle school my children are in the current boundary for, their 
middle school is at 97% capacity currently.  The idea to open a new middle school to relieve over crowding sounds great - 
97% is pretty full.  But all the published maps of proposed boundary changes show my children going to even more crowded 
schools.  The new projections are 99% to 105% of capacity for Highland Park and Mountain View!  So the take away is it's 
okay to open a new school at the north end of the district and bring most schools down the 80% of capacity range (some in 
the 50% or 60% range depending on the proposed map) and for my children in the southern end of city to a attend school 
that at or over capacity!!!  Please reconsider your proposals because as it stands now, my children are getting the short end 
of stick.Thank you for hearing our needs too.

02/05/2020 Mandria Montplaisir Bottrell_mandi@hotmail.com Highland Park MS

My son is a 6th grader at Rachel Carson but next year wanted to transfer back to our neighborhood middle school, Highland 
Park. His sister attended Highland Park and enjoyed her middle school experience, especially her science and band 
experiences. Unfortunately, my son's middle school experience has not started out as wonderful due to the intense 
problems at Five Oaks, which houses Rachel Carson. Based on the suggested boundary maps, my son would either be 
districted for Mountain View or Highland Park Depending on the map. Please keep the Cooper mountain elementary kids 
with Highland Park and feedIng to Mountainside. Our daughter has flourished with this school combination and we want 
the same options for our son.

02/05/2020 Kira Atkinson kiramcmunn2007@yahoo.com Cooper Mountain Elem Highland Park MS Mountainside

I do not think this is ok. We bought our house specifically in an area that we can barely afford so that my kids could go to the 
schools they are currently in. We moved to this area solely based on what schools my girls would attend. We want our 
daughter going to Highland Park once she is done with CME.
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02/05/2020 Shannon and Scott Sherry shannonsherry@comcast.net Ridgewood Elem Cedar Park MS Beaverton

I attended the boundary committee meeting on January 16 and viewed the January 30th as well. I continue to be impressed 
by the Committee's thoughtful approach and many important discussions. Of the three maps presented on Jan. 30, we 
heard many focusing on map C as the leading plan. While that may solve the issues faced by the schools N of 26, it leaves a 
less than optimal enrollment at Cedar Park. We heard at that meeting And many times before that enrollment below 800 
students results in cuts to programs and offerings. We also heard Whitford's principal say that accommodating yet another 
program, Rachel Carson, would pose a hardship for Whitford while Cedar Park's principal noted that Cedar Park could 
accommodate the Rachel Carson program. If the committee and District is gravitating towards map C, I strongly encourage 
an analysis of moving Rachel Carson to Cedar Park. Otherwise, Cedar Park will lose two of the schools that contribute a large 
number of parents volunteers as well as standing to lose considerable enrollment and specials that go with it. The 
committee should seek to balance enrollment and opportunities at all Middle Schools both N and S of Hwy 26. If that is not 
feasible, the committee should use map A as a starting point.

02/05/2020 Mamta & Ravi Sahita msahita@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

We at Jacob Wismer have absolutely no preference of which other school feeds Stoller along with Jacob Wismer. We are 
however very concerned about Stoller being fed with two fast growing communities as shown on Map A or Map B. This will 
only lead to Stoller getting over-crowded and causing safety issues within a couple of years. Will that truly solve anything? If 
that scenario comes to fruition, every minute that we (the district, advisory committee and the community) have all spent 
in the past few months will be for nothing. We plead the district and the advisory committee to not lose sight of this fact. 
This is a very realistic concern given that it does not seem like another middle school will be built in the north (or anywhere 
in the district for that matter) in at least a decade or two.

02/05/2020 Mamta & Ravi Sahita msahita@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Everyone (district, advisory committee (AC) and the entire BSD community) is well aware of the concerns that each of the 
communities have with the available and active maps that are currently on the table for discussion. Some communities are 
taking it to another level by creating facebook pages, twitter accounts, door-to-door petitions, walk to school day even 
though they are well beyond the safe walking boundaries of the district. We are all passionate about our children. Every 
community has a way of communicating this. We hope that the district and AC continue to focus on facts and logic. We 
sincerely hope that the district and AC are not swayed by this mob mentality and give in to oiling the noisiest wheel. Giving 
undue weightage to how loudly a community is communicating their issues will set the wrong precedence for all future 
needs and discussions.

02/05/2020 Karen karenlynnroberts@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

PROTECT SPRINGVILLE STUDENTS FROM UNSAFE COMMUTES: Studies have shown time and time again that the length of 
one's commute directly affects academic success and physical and mental health. A two hour daily commute will mean:1. 
INCREASED BULLYING - The AAP has indicated the prevalence of bullying on school busses due to the lack of adult presence, 
captive audience of peers, inability of victims to remove themselves from the situation, and the need for drivers to be 
focused on the road and not what is occurring in hiding at the back of the bus.2. INCREASED BULLYING = INCREASED MENTAL 
HEALTH ISSUES AND RATES OF SUICIDE - Bullying in today's culture is rampant and we have seen a steep incline in student 
depression, anxiety, and suicide as a direct effect of bullying.3. LOSS OF SLEEP - Studies by UCLA have determined that every 
minute of increased commute means a 1.3-minute loss in sleep. What will this mean for Springville students traveling 2 
hours or more to school every day!4. POOR SLEEP = POOR ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT - Springville students are being singled 
out for academic struggle. Springville is facing more than a 40 minute commute ONE WAY for significantly more than half of 
its students! Why do Springville students not deserve an equal opportunity for success?!5. 185th IS DESIGNATED BY THE 
COUNTY AS A HIGH CRASH CORRIDOR - There are only 2 ways south to Five Oaks from Springville: Bethany Blvd or 185th. 
These two roads are jam packed with commuters (including those going to/from work, to/from PCC Rock Creek, to/from 
Westview) and the committee is now considering adding to the burden by commuting Springville to Five Oaks. Bethany 
Blvd is one lane in each direction and would mean Springville students will drive through Stoller's boundaries and past 
Stoller itself! Commuting down 185th requires passing a college campus, a high school campus, another elementary 
school's campus, and navigating what statistics have deemed the most congested intersection in Washington County. The 
county has determined that 185th is a high crash corridor and Springville students are being asked to commute through 
this danger zone daily! Springville kids deserve a safe commute!How can Springville students be asked to forfeit their mental 
and physical well-being to protect walkability?! What do a few walking students gain that is so precious it should be 
protected at the cost of the MENTAL AND PHYSICAL SAFETY of an entire community of children?!
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02/05/2020 Prakash poul.bose@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

It was very disappointing to see majority of the committee members were assuming that Map C is the most acceptable one 
by the community based on few set of people clapping for that. When rest of the BSD kids have less travel time to their MS, 
why Spingville kids alone punished with 2 hrs travel to Five Oaks? Why no one is concerned on that? JW, Findley are closer 
to FO compared to Springville. why those kids are not considered to send to FO? Springville is very much a part of north 
bethany community and most of our kids have after school activities in and around north bethany area. By sending 
Springville kids to FO, they may end up missing those activities. Should springville sacrifice their after school activities and 
go through 2 hr travel just to keep JW, Findley happy? Please consider all BSD kids equally and make adjustment to Map C to 
have Springville in Stoller as that is the only closest middle school that Springville kids have. Summa should not be 
prioritized over proximity. Move Summa to FO, Timberland if that will make Springville kids stay in stoller. Thanks.

02/05/2020 Jennifer Hoffman krh0923@msn.com Cooper Mountain Elem Highland Park MS Mountainside

Hello- Thank you so much for taking the time to understand and listen to everyone's concerns.  If all of Cooper Mountain 
ends up changed to Mountain View, I would request that the Option Schools' application process be reopened for this year's 
5th graders.  If I had known that my 5th grader would be asked to go to 2 middle schools (6th grade HP and 7th and 8th 
grade MV), we would have applied to Option Schools.  The middle school years is not the time to experience a lack of 
consistency on top of all the other stressors that come with being an adolescent  in today's society.  Thank you.I'm 
concerned that the district is already looking just a bit ahead and are planning on altering HS boundaries.  If this were to 
happen, I know many families that would have had 3 kids attend 3 different HS by the time their kids graduate, and they've 
been in the same house for 15 years!  That is not developing community and connections.  When the HS boundaries 
occurred just a few years ago, families were greatly affected.  And now if HS boundaries are going to be changed in the next 
few years, these exact families would be affected again!  One family should not be asked to send their kids to 3 HS!  Please do 
not change Mountainside's boundaries for a long time.  This school needs time to build, develop, and maintain their brand 
new culture and community.  Thank you.Please also be extremely cautious about assuming that all the new dwellings will 
be purchased or rented by families with school aged children.  Many of those homes will not have students in them.  At this 
point, so many of the new houses are starting at $600,000, please don't assume that young families will be able to afford 
that price.   Thank you.Finally, I'm confused about whether the district's enrollment is increasing or declining.  I feel like I 
have heard it is declining.   And for sure I was told just 2 years ago by the district multiple times, in multiple ways through 
meetings, emails, phone calls, etc., that Summa numbers throughout the district have been decreasing rapidly; which is 
why Summa was removed from Highland and Cedar Park.   Now I'm hearing the opposite??  Because of so much unknown 
and conflicting information, please make as few changes to all of the boundaries as possible.  Moving families and 
communities from school to school is incredibly stressful and disruptive.  Children need consistency and the knowledge 
that the schools they are either forecasting for this spring, they are attending, or will attend (that their siblings have already 
attended or currently attend) are the schools they will go to.  Thank you.

02/05/2020 Kishore Verma kishore.verma@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Springville is part of bethany community and WE WANT IT TO BE THAT WAY.!!!Committee please hear what Springville 
community has to SAY. The committee members from north bethany is working for their own good and not representing 
the entire north bethany. DON'T ISOLATE SPRINGVILLE. We don't want our kids to suffer. We want to go to neighborhood 
school like everyone else.

02/05/2020 Rucha rucha23@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Dear AC Members1. I understand that walkability is important to some parents2. However, walkability cannot come at cost 
of an entire school being bused longer every single day for years with significant impact to their academic and extra 
curricular activities3. If JW, FIndley and Sato want to focus on walkability, then they should be ok to be split school. Keep 
walkable kids at Stoller and every single bused student from Sato, JW and Findley can be sent to Timberland4. Crowding at 
Stoller will require compromise from ALL SCHOOLS. What is UNFAIR is Springville gets saddled with long commute and no 
status quo change for JW, Findley and Sato5. MAP C is disingenuous from equity perspective. It took poorest neighborhoods 
from Springville and made Stoller more equitable by bundling it with rich JW and Findley neighborhoods and by making 
North Bethany an ISLAND. THIS IS NOT OK. BSD CANNOT FUDGE NUMBERS TO MAKE MAP C LOOK BETTER!!!!

02/05/2020 Kishore Verma kishore.verma@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Committee don't rush for a solution. Come up with solution which works for all.NO KID SHOULD SUFFER AND NO 
COMMUNITY SHOULD BE PUNISHED.The way committee is handling the situation is BAD. Committee is pitting communities 
against each other. And stronger community doesn't mean they get everything like walkability and summa. Letting SUMMA 
OUT OF STOLLER is ONLY THE SOLUTION.
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02/05/2020 Shubha shubhasajeeth@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem

I would like to stress the need for environmentally friendly and walkable neighborhoods.Stoller middle school is at a 
walking distance for almost all of JW and half of the SUMMA kids. It does not make any sense to transport these kids who are 
currently walking to Stoller middle school. I see little logic in transporting 157 SUMMA kids to Timberland when we there is 
a possibility where this could be totally avoided.The second and more compelling arugument that I like to make is the need 
to create long term solution for the Stoller crowding issue. This solution cannot include feeding fast growing 
neighborhoods to the same school. The data clearly shoows that feeding SATO and SPV to Stoller together will cause total 
student population to rise to above 100% in 2020-2021 itself. This is not even addressing the next year let alone long 
term.1.Think long term-Combine fast growing neighborhood with stable population by keeping either SPV or SATO at 
stoller alongside JW and walkable Findley.2. Give walkability a priority as it benefits the kids greatly academically and 
healthwise. 3. Select options that does not incur additional expense which are totally avoidable. Transporting 157 walking 
kids via bus to Timberland is one such cost that can be avoided.

02/05/2020 Shilpa Sharma Sharma.shilpa18@hotmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Westview

Respected Sir/ Madam,I am really surprised to hear that walkability is a luxury than necessity even that we belong to a state 
where walking and biking is one of proud things for being in this state. As already Sato and Springville kids are riding the bus. 
As Jacob Wismer is near Stoller school there are so many kids who walk/bike to school everyday.Anyway Sato and Springville 
kids are already riding the bus for the middle school.So moving them to some other middle school is still fine as they anyway 
have to ride the bus. But for the kids who live walkable distances from Stoller have to suffer if there is a change.As there will 
be continuous development in Sato and Springville area so there will be more new people moving to that area that will 
increase the number of kids in these schools.So I think Map C is the best solution to all of this.Thanks

02/05/2020 Madhusudhan Rangarajan Mrangar@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview ISB

Resubmitted with typos fixedREGARDING SPRINGVILLE COMMUNITY: We heard that the committee was unclear about how 
Springville views itself as a community. A lot of it should be obvious from the geography in the map, but let me be explicit: 
Springville is located in the Northernmost neighborhood in North Bethany. We have neighbors and friends in Sato, Jacob 
Wismer, Findley and other Bethany neighborhoods, located near us. I hope they remain so after this process that has pitted 
northern neighborhoods against each other. This neighborhood is also located furthest North-West with only one 
neighborhood MS option at a reasonable distance: Stoller.Now, regarding Map C: It isolates and expunges this northern 
most neighborhood, creates a Springville Island right next to the non-populated area in PCC and the farms, and makes us 
commute on the longest commute in BSD, all alone, with none of our neighbors, all the way to Five Oaks. This is not the 
right thing to do, especially while maintaining the Summa option program at nearby Stoller.The alternative I would like to 
suggest, and have done so in other comments is to move the Summa program to Five Oaks, or elsewhere, and keep 
Springville with its other North Bethany neighbors. If Timberland were much closer to our community, I would have gladly 
taken it without fighting to throw other neighborhoods under the bus. I hope my other neighbors and committee members 
show similar consideration. If I had to send my Summa child slightly further in a bus to keep neighborhoods together I 
would have grudgingly done so. I hope my other neighbors and committee members show similar consideration. This whole 
effort has been derailed by those who are looking out only for themselves and no one else, creating all sorts of data points to 
justify it. It is time to step back and do the right thing.

02/05/2020 Giles banochanggiles@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

SPRINGVILLE - CLEAR COMMUNITY MESSAGEIn the Jan 30th Meeting, some of the AC members said that they did not get a 
clear message from Springville on what we want as a community. We have spent several weeks now asking /saying the 
following -1. Springville is an integral part of North Bethany community. Springville and Sato together form the North 
Bethany community.2. All our sports, clubs, after school activities and care are in the Bethany area. 3. We are opposed to 
long commutes which will affect our children's well being with not enough time for homework, extracurricular activities, 
family time and adequate sleep.4. Springville brings diversity to Stoller.5. Stoller is the only Middle School at a reasonable 
distance from Springville Community. Springville parents are able to volunteer for that very reason.6. We strongly believe 
that Neighborhood students should be given more priority than option programs.It is UNACCEPTABLE to see Springville 
isolated in Map C and no one around them except Springville being asked to go to Five Oaks. North Bethany is our 
community and we need to stay there. Some communities cannot have it all at the expense of Springville. We all must share 
the burden.

02/05/2020 Kishore Verma kishore.verma@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Map A and Map B are the better and fair solutions. Let us not make some selfish committee members influence other 
members. Please time to rethink about Map C. Springville want to be part of bethany community and we have every right to 
ask for going to neighborhood school. Take out SUMMA from Stoller. Committee! Time to RETHINK.
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02/05/2020 Sachin Hasthantra hsachin@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Whats composed on North Bethany community? Two elementary schools composed of Springville and Sato kids.  The 
houses are so closely packaged next to each other like match sticks in a matchbox. Is North Bethany different from 
Bethany?North Bethany is part of Bethany but a magnitude different, it is NOT a rich neighborhood but we do ok and have 
relatively small homes. With small backyards and lovely neighbors.Why is the Springville and Sato ES part of the 
community?Sato is not just who we feel is our community but is, in fact, our actual community considering they are the 
only community we share a border with and they WERE SPRINGVILLE just a year or two ago! Talk about splitting 
communities! Sato is in fact Springville. We are one and the same!Kids play with each other in the neighborhood, Kids bike 
to each others house. There are common LEGO teams, reading clubs, play dates, sleepovers and movie nights in school. Two 
years ago, Sato was spun off from Springville. SATO is nothing but an offshoot of Springville ES. Our kids lost their closest 
friends 2 years ago. Done separate us even further. Map C splits us apart and not only us. Map C destroys and splits 8 
communities in total just to have lower transportation costs and walkability for few.I would my daughter to be in SUMMA, 
but not at the cost of destroying and splitting the community.

02/05/2020 Sheng lishenggz@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Map C isolates and expunges this northern most neighborhood, creates a Springville Island right next to the non-populated 
area in PCC and the farms, and makes us commute on the longest commute in BSD, all alone, with none of our neighbors, all 
the way to Five Oaks. This is not the right thing to do, especially while maintaining the Summa option program at nearby 
Stoller.The alternative I would like to suggest, and have done so in other comments is to move the Summa program to Five 
Oaks, or elsewhere, and keep Springville with its other north bethany neighbors. If Timberland were much closer to our 
community, I would have gladly taken it without fighting to throw other neighborhoods under the bus. I hope my other 
neighbors and committee members show similar consideration. If I had to send my Summa child slightly further in a bus to 
keep neighborhoods together I would have grudgingly done so. I hope my other neighbors and committee members show 
similar consideration. This whole effort has been derailed by folks who are looking out only for themselves and no one else, 
creating all sorts of data points to justify it. It is time to step back and do the right thing.

02/05/2020 Jagan Reddy jagan.kankara@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Please consider what is good for overall kids rather than benefit one section of community. By being too supportive only to 
one section will not only create lots of hostility among communities but also poses in fairness of the process.  Please look at 
fundamentals of why the new school is being built. Please be considerate on how you would save money by putting ~500 
kids in north most part of Bethany travel all the way to south crossing busiest intersection to Five oaks.  If we are that picky 
on saving money why would we spend ~63 million on a new school that does not solve the overcrowding of Stoller?  I 
strongly believe, Springville should stick to Stolller due to the main reason that it takes ~60 to 90 minutes on a busy day just 
to get to school.

02/05/2020 Shubha shubhasajeeth@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem

Dear BSD committe,Amidst all the discussion and comments, let us not forget that our goal is LONG TERM and LOW COST 
solution to Stoller overcrowding that preserves WALKABILITY. BSD has moved forward with options like MAPC which is very 
encouraging. These maps produce a map viable solution where we not only meet the district's objective to solve 
overcrowding but do that inkeeping with the goals of walkability and maintaining environmentally friendly 
nrighborhoods.There has been a lot of discussions to remove SUMMA from Stoller to make room for growing 
neighborhoods. While it does sound like a good plan when you look at it the first time, the data clearly shows that it does 
not provide any solution in the long term.So..we move SUMMA kids to Timberland  and bring in SATO and SPV to Stoller. 
Now, by 2021, we would have reached above 95% permenant capacity with 1049 kids.By 2022, this is 113% with 1219 kids 
by 2025, we are over 120% with 1350+ kids.We are pouring in thousands of hours of both committee's and parents' time to 
work for a more permenant and long term solution and not for a distribution that defeats it by 2022 itself.My 
recommendation to BSD is:1.Combine populations such that we have long term resolution to overcrowding. The more 
sensible thing here is to combine either SPV or SATO with JW 2.Remember half of your SUMMA population is with in 
walking distance to Stoller. Do not spend precious resources transporting these kids when they can simply walk/bike to 
school.3. Your decision must be data driven. BSD itself has  presented projections here that do not support combining SPV 
and SATO at the same middle school. its a waste of our time and resources to move forward with an option that only results 
in overcrowding in a couple more years. Are we planning to have another meeting in 2 years to discuss the same issue?Please 
make informed and sensible decisions that alleviate the issue for a long term and do so without adding additional costs.
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02/05/2020 Preeju preejususan@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

SPRINGVILLE AND SATO AND JW CAN BE AT STOLLER WITHOUT OVERCROWDING THE SCHOOL Time and again , a lot of maps 
and number HAVE PROVED that Springville, SAto and Jacob Wismer together will NOT OVERPOPULATE Stoller .  But this has 
been ignored and people have this rhetoric that "Springville and Sato cannot be in the same school" . COMMUNITY to us is 
NORTH BETHANY . One look at the map will tell you that Sato and Springville together make North Bethany . In Map C , we 
are totally isolated in the Springville Island because of Cherry picking strategies adopted to save cost and hide under the 
feign of economic diversity  .  SOLUTION :  If all of Springville feeds into Stoller , including the tiny portion of SPV that was 
cut off in Map A , economic diversity is better than what it is today at Stoller. NO CHERRY PICKING NEEDED . Our Kids should 
not be marooned from their community  and made to make this terrible commute (and the longest commute in BSD to a 
home MS)  to Five Oaks without any of their neighbors .  I am always appalled to think that the Committee priortized this 
map ONLY FOR WALKABILITY and COST?  We Look up to you for EQUITY   PROXIMITY IS NOT ONLY ABOUT WALKABILITY . It is 
also minimizing the time kids have to spent on the bus .  OR Are NON WALKABLE KIDS NOT WORTHY OF CONSIDERATION?    
SOLUTION : If Springville feeds into Stoller and FIndley feeds completely into Timberland then it will 1. MINIMIZE SPLITS 2. 
BETTER ECONOMIC DIVERSITY3. EQUITY IN COMMUTE . No set of kids have to be on the bus for a 1.5 hours per day . 4. BETTER 
FEEDER PATTERNS . Why do we look any further ? Please look out for EQUITY FOR ALL KIDS .

02/05/2020 Roy RoyM1@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Spring is not an island, please edit the map again.  Give children equal school time!

02/05/2020 Prakash poul.bose@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

If timberland was built near springville, we would have gladly taken it and moved our kids to brand new middle school. 
Unfortunately, Stoller is the only closest school springville has. keeping springville takes higher priority than keeping 
summa in stoller. Increasing travel time of springville kids is unacceptable that too to keep summa in stoller. Pls do consider 
springville kids travel time, impact to their mental/physical health due to this, time lost in spending with family, possibility 
of missing afterschool activities, etc and make changes to Map C to keep Springville in Stoller.

02/05/2020 David davidjbenson7@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS
NO TO MAP C!Think of the school/life/transit balance of a springville kid going to Five Oaks.  They'll spend 2-3 hours on a 
school bus a day!  outrageous!

02/05/2020 David davidjbenson7@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS No to Map C.  Yes to Map A!Springville to Stoller.  Finley to Timberland!Do the right and fair thing for ALL BSD kids!

02/05/2020 Diksha Kakkar dishi16@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem

Hello Everyone ,I just want to bring the point of walkability for all students residing in neighborhood of Stoller for Summa 
students .There are approximate 233 students for Summa Program and it will be really helpful for kids to walk and bike to 
school and rather than being bussed out for attending summa program and Summa program is here in stoller for last many 
years and Kids are doing really well managing to come home on time rather than being bussed for another 40-50 minutes 
daily to and fro and consuming their energy on commute time rather than using time to finish their work and assignments.It 
will impact on Kids physically , mentally and they will have a stressful day full of long commute if we buss Summa students. 
and I have talked to many parents who live in neighborhood . People don't want to send their kids to be bussed jut for 
summa as it will add stress in their daily routine and it can impact student's health which is most important thing to be 
considered and they will drop their kids out of summa just because of being bussed to save their kids time and not adding 
extra stress as Summa program itself is very competitive for kids.If all deserving students will be dropped out of Summa just 
for being bussed for a long commute , it will put deserving and bright kids future on a decision that could have been 
corrected.Please consider Walkability of Summa Program with in STOLLER and SAVE Bright Kids 's Future  and Consider in 
creating and giving kids better quality time to nurture their skills.Thanks ! I appreciate all the efforts you all are bring doing 
and listening to all parents and communities.

02/05/2020 april c ervin aprilhomestar@gmail.com Cooper Mountain Elem Highland Park MS Mountainside

I'm very upset and disturbed by the districts decision to propose new middle school boundaries which don't align with the 
needs of my kids. Map A is ok but any other will have a very negative impact on my children. We moved here for  a reason, 
schools!! We want map A or to keep the boundaries the same as they are.Thank you
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02/05/2020 Sam ssmith19761978@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park MS Westview

Map C seems to be one the better options available. I read many of the comments about keeping elementary school kids 
together into Middle School and hopefully high school. My own opinion is that once kids reach middle school, especially 
towards the end of middle school, they tend to have gone into their own and have made friends with others that they 
typically did not attend elementary school with. My own daughter who, attends middle school now has seen this played 
out. All her friends now are ones she did not attend elementary school with. The downfall to the other proposed maps other 
than option C is that Meadow will feed into 3 HS's. Just as these young adults are coming into their own &amp; making 
friendships that could last many many years, they are going to be split and join others at a school in which they will have a 
hard time making those connections in HS as many will already have those clicks if you will. Taking the kids that go to Oak 
Hills ES that feed into Meadow and allowing them to feed into Sunset gives these kids some piece of mind knowing the 
majority of connections and friendships they make in MS will carry over to HS. I am not concerned that Oak Hills stay 
together or any ES for that matter, frankly if they were split into different middle schools I am sure it be just fine. My biggest 
issue is with the kids at Meadow having to feed into 3 different HS's. We have a great opportunity to address that now and 
should be looked at and correct what should have been done when the HS boundaries were being adjusted. Middle school 
and HS tend to define a child as well as lifelong friendships, not Elementary school. Ask any parent and the majority will 
agree that most friendships in which they have a connection with still today were made in MS &amp; HS, not ES. We should 
be looking at less feeder splits from MS to HS rather than ES to Ms.

02/05/2020 Angie White Ang.babs@gmail.com Scholls Heights Elem
I would like to voice my objection to any boundary plan that splits students from Scholls Heights upon entering middle 
school. That is already a hard transition for many students which would be made more difficult by losing friends.

02/05/2020 Dong Xi dongxidx@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear committee members,Thank you so much for all the discussion on MS boundary adjustment. I would like to personally 
respond to the questions from some community who constantly declare that they got pushed out from Stoller by other 
community, which is completely not the case. —- As a parent of JW kids, we really want to see Stoller that almost in my 
backyard to be continuously the best and have no issues like overcrowding, safety in the next many years. The only way to 
do that is to keep communities with stable population. And at most one fast growing community in Stoller boundary, 
otherwise Stoller will soon again to have the same issue next year unless the new constructions also include building a new 
MS school. —— the commute from some community to different Ms school is not significant as they exacerbated. For 
example , north Springville is 3 mile from Stoller, while 4.2 mile from five oaks who have much much better capacity 
availability. Nearly 100% of JW , Findley kids who go to summa program lives in walkable areas. These kids need the same 
support - from BSD Thanks for reading and consideration. Regards,

02/05/2020 Dawei Ying yingdawei@live.com

Dear BSD:Please do not send Springville to Five-Oak. It's very unfair and unreasonable to ask students who lives in North 
Bethany to attend Five-Oak, which is across the Hwy-26. The one way commute could be as long as 45 mins. The bus route 
optimizing introduced in Map C won't solve the problem of long commuting time. Personally, I think having Timberland in 
the Springville and Sato area would be the best solution to relieveStoller's overcrowding issue. Otherwise, Stoller would be 
the only reasonable option for kids attending Springville. Moving them to Five-Oak will have too many negative impacts on 
our community. Hope BSD can make the right decision on the boundary adjustment. Thank you for your kind 
consideration. Kind Regards,Dawei Ying

02/05/2020 Prasanna Ananchar1@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview
PLEASE PRIORITZE SPRINGVILLE OVER SUMMA AT STOLLER TO AVOID LONGER COMMUTE FOR SPRING VILLE KIDSNO TO MAP 
C

02/06/2020 Pooja Pooja928@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset ISB

Stoller middle school has a HUGE walkable population that includes both regular and SUMMA kids from neighborhoods in 
Sato, Findley and Jacob Wismer elementary schools (as shown in Map C). Having these kids bused to a different middle 
school (as suggested in Map A/B) to allow another community that is already taking a bus defies all logic.Walking/biking 
have several benefits based on many scientific studies. Walking  to school can help get their daily exercise and be energized. 
It can encourage independence, road sense and also be an opportunity to chat with friends. Also, this has a an impact on the 
environment and cost assisted when there are fewer buses on the road.Please  do not Take this privilege from  kids living 
within walkable distance of schools and enforce them a bus to go to a different school. I requests and urge you to strongly 
consider Map C with the entire regular and SUMMA kids at Stoller middle school to move forward.

02/05/2020 Mike R michaelsross@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview
Rock Cteek is a small community, please don't split our school.   Map C can be improved  by having all of Rock Creek together 
and by moving more areas of Elmonica to Meadow Park.   Oak Hills should go to Timberland as well.

02/05/2020 luke leifeld lp40dres@hotmail.com Theme map 3 from Dec 2019 makes the most sense currently.
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02/05/2020 Liliane Teng lilianeteng@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Map C is the only map to solve overcrowding issue in Stoller in the long range. On the contrary, map A will face the same 
issue within 5 years. BSD should take action to resolve the overcrowding issue in one shot instead of satisfying a short term 
compromised solution.

02/05/2020 Naveen Kasam kasam_naveen@yahoo.com Springville K-8

SPRINGVILLE IS AN INTEGRAL PART OF NORTH BETHANY!!!Please note that springville kids have friends and participate in 
many activities (soccer, basketball, chess, OBOB etc) with other elementary school kids from North Bethany. Please do not 
separate and  isolate us from north bethany.

02/05/2020 Aneeket rutanee@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8

The boundary adjustment process is being made into a long drawn out process that what it could have been. At the first 
boundary meeting where parents could create the initial maps,most of the maps moved Springville out of Stoller to be 
bussed to a school 5 miles away through a heavy traffic area. Later, with the BSD staff maps, when it seemed that  there was 
growing consensus on the path forward, a spanner was thrown in the process by making transportation an issue.  Should 
BSD prioritize transportation costs over welfare of middle school kids ? Another subtle threat was introduced in the same 
argument that the increased transportation costs could result in loss of staff or reduction of programs at a certain school - 
nobody seems to care that having the Springville kids would spend atleast an hour and half in commute every day, with 
additional time spent in getting to the bus stop, waiting at the stop, leaves very little free time for the kids to participate in 
the very same programs. That is essentially excluding the Springville kids from participating in activities that other kids  
community North of US-26 would be participating in. Where is the equity in that ? What about the Springville kids' 
development ?What is the annual budget of BSD ?  Is the BSD budget not planned well enough that a drastic step of staff 
reduction is required to accommodate increased transportation costs ? Information and data was provided about 
transportation, during the January 30 meeting. But has any transportation staff actually performed a test drive on the 
proposed transportation route for Springville to be bussed to Five Oaks ? If AC members have the time, I request that they  
travel through the Bethany and North Bethany community to get an idea of what the Springville kids will have to put up 
with if they have to commute to Five Oaks instead of Stoller, and what Findley and Jacob Wismer would have to, if they were 
to attend Timerland instead of Stoller. You could also verify that Sato school has a lot more ongoing construction, and there 
is very little ongoing construction in Springville boundary area . Springville is NOT a significantly growing area, unlike a lot 
of  comments are making it to be.

02/05/2020 Naveen K Kasam naveen.kasam@gmail.com Springville K-8
ON A BUS FOR 90 MINS A DAY IS NOT OKNot everything is about saving money. Physical and mental health of the kids is 
priceless.

02/05/2020 Julie Robbins jgfmlk@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park MS Sunset

Hello.I currently have a Jr at SHS, a 7th grader at MPMS and a 4th grader at Oak Hills. We were part of the high school 
boundary switch because I live in the Oak Hills Neighborhood. That was a tough switch because we had grown up thinking 
we were going to WHS. Now that we are part of the SHS community, I don't want to see this neighborhood get switched 
back. It's unfair that you take this little neighborhood and keep flip flopping us around so that we don't get to fully commit 
to a community. I'd like to see you take Oak Hills and move it in with Terra Linda, so our kids have the chance to go to a 
middle school with kids they will be going to high school with. Currently, my kids who have gone through or are going 
through MPMS, only have a handful of kids that they will continue onto high school with, which makes that transition 
extremely difficult. My son struggled only knowing a few kids and it made for a very disappointing and frustrating 9th grade 
year. This is the same with the other kids that had to make that move . I also do not want  you to take Oak Hills and move it 
to 5 Oaks, because it will be the same scenario now that we are dealing with now at MPMS where it's just these few kids will 
go to SHS and the rest will go to WHS or BHS. It's not fair to them as they are trying to build and grow relationships with new 
friends in middle school to then have them only move on with just the kids that live in their neighborhood.I ask that you 
take Oak Hills and move it to Sunset and keep it with Terra Linda, so our kids have an opportunity to grow together as a 
community. Thank you for your time and your understanding. I do appreciate all the work that is going into this and giving 
us a chance to weigh in is welcomed.

02/05/2020 Anand Koppal krecmech@gmail.com Springville K-8

ADVISORY COMMITTEE -- PLEASE READ below LINKhttps://www.opb.org/news/article/oregon-beaverton-school-boundary-
changes-parents-opposition/We can reply on the transportation map and data and it was not right in the past either.   We 
are heading towards that in Map C.
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02/05/2020 Xiaoying Zhang xiaoyinger@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear committee, I would like to share my findings when I study BSD's short-term solutions to relieve overcrowding at 
Springville K-8 and Stoller MS in 2014. Both Springville K-8 and Stoller were having overcrowding issue at that time. 
Springville K-8 was greatly relieved after Sato opened in 2017. Stoller, on the other hand, still has the same issue today.In 
late 2014, BSD had a series of public meetings and made short-terms solutions. Among these solutions, the one regarding 
summa provides an extremely valuable precedent case that would help us make the right decision today.The decision is: 
from 2016-2018, BSD will gradually relocate Summa program in Stoller to our new middle school on the north end 
(Timberland).In the "Overcrowding Solutions Update, 11/17/2014", it is clearly stated that "Gradual relocation of Summa 
to new campus will have MINIMAL transportation impact." In "Springville K-8 – Stoller MS Overcrowding FAQ, 
12/12/2014", BSD further explained the reasons of doing so:"Summa is a specialized program (placement based on testing) 
for highly gifted students, which allows it to be moved temporarily without a boundary change process.Moving Summa to 
the new middle school on the north end of the district was not the original recommendation made by the parent advisory 
committee. However, by doing so incrementally:-No students will be removed from one school and required to attend 
another in the middle of their school experience.-Students will attend schools closer to their neighorhoods.-The summa 
program will continue sense of community as opposed to dispersing Summa students throughout the district based on 
available space." Based on the findings above, I strongly urge BSD to be consistent on its principals and practices regarding 
summa and do the right thing: MOVE SUMMA TO TIMBERLAND AND KEEP SPRINGVILLE IN STOLLER.Thanks!

02/05/2020 Amelia Carnahan carnahancamp@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem

My name is Amelia Carnahan and I am the parent of two Oak Hills Elementary School students and we live on the East side of 
Bethany Blvd. I am writing to you to plead for my children as you consider middle school boundaries.I urge you to move 
forward with either MAP A or send Oak Hills Elementary EAST to the same middle school as Terra Linda. I am requesting this 
because our children need the opportunity to grow and develop relationships that will continue with them through high 
school.In Oak Hills we are members of the Cedar Hills community. We use the same library, grocery stores, restaurants, and 
play on the same sports teams. If we can allow our children to grow and nourish these relationships with the people right 
here in our community, then they will have the best chance of thriving academically, socially, and psychologically in their 
futures. PLEASE allow my children to go to middle school with other members of their own community so that when they 
all go on to high school together,they wont be all on their own.If Oak Hills is singled out as the only neighborhood North of 
26 going to Meadow Park, our children will have the painful experience of walking into Sunset High School with 2200 
students and very few preexisting friendships. Please help our kids to have a chance at forming lasting relationships that 
start in middle school and continue into high school.Your attention to our tiny thumb (Oak Hills Elementary EAST) in the 
greater Cedar Hills community is desperately important to the future wellness of our kids. Please help advocate for our kids 
by choosing either MAP A OR send Oak Hills Elementary EAST to the same middle school as Terra Linda.  Thank you for your 
time and care as you wade through this process.Sincerely,Amelia Carnahan (parent of two students in Oak Hills Elementary 
(EAST))

02/05/2020 Meera Ramesh meera.ramesh@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem

We prefer map C as the best alternative which addresses a lot of the issues .Map C gives a better balance for JW students who 
are currently split in High School to WVH and SH.  By including walkable Findley students it helps the JW feeding into sunset 
familiar faces and at the same time gives the same advantage to JW students feeding into WVH by including SATO.  
Walkability should definitely be considered a factor, given we are all trying to go green, another issue being it helps a more 
active lifestyle for kids and also reduces transportation costs.  Map C is a good option as it keeps SUMMA program in Stoller.  
This again connects with the previous point as to promote walkability and costs as data shows 65% of SUMMA students live 
within walking distance of Stoller.  If SUMMA is moved to a different middle school, then it takes a huge chunk of students 
out of Stoller and this will drastically affect JW students who feed into Sunset High as they will be isolated.  This will 
definitely cause a lot of stress and anxiety for teenagers who already have a lot of issues to deal with at that age.  So we 
request the committee to please take these factors into consideration while making the MS Boundary adjustments.  JW 
Parent

02/05/2020 Nimisha Srivastava nimmi30@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Springville should not be removed from Stoller.  Stoller is the closet middle school from Springville community. Changing 
the middle school to Five Oaks will increase the commute time for kids substantially and will have negative impact on their 
after school activities etc. Please have Springville still feeding to Stoller - Thanks, Nimisha

02/05/2020 Priya Dambal pry_dmbl@yahoo.co.in Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8

PROXIMITY MATTERS FOR EVERYONE:  Proximity is not just about walkability.  Springville should not be forced to travel 
further than any other community for middle school while walkability is prioritized for others.  Proximity matters to our 
kids too.
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02/05/2020 SUBRAMANYAM SRIPADA ssubra_99@yahoo.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset
Map C...Map C...Map CWalkability is not a privilege - it should be basic factor. It is OK to split Findley => please keep 
walkability. It is good for physical fitness of students, BSD budgets and also environments

02/05/2020 David davidjbenson7@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS SATO=SPRINVGILLE!!! DO NOT SPLIT US AGAIN.QUIT WITH THIS "COMMUNITY" AGENDA.FOCUS ON THE KIDS!!!

02/05/2020 Karen karenlynnroberts@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

DID YOU KNOW: I live just a few blocks from Springville and can't get Domino's to deliver a pizza to my house because I live 
too far north. Did you know that to get to Five Oaks I have to drive PAST Domino's. Did you know that the majority of 
Springville students live even further north than I do! So I can't get a pizza delivered to my house because I live so far north, 
but my kids can be packed and shipped (in the words of transportation) all the way to Five Oaks?! Domino"s is more 
concerned about my pizza than anyone seems to be about my CHILDREN. Let that sink in.

02/05/2020 Lena Jlpa.111211@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Why is Timberland kept underutilized? Why are there so many middle schools nearby for some communities? If there was 
growth in springville or sato area, why build  a new school at the other end? Why are you all  punishing our innocent kids for 
the mistakes made by others? We are not talking about adults but innocent kids! I stress again. WALKABILITY IS PLAIN 
LUXURY! I am pretty sure a handful of kids might be walking during the winter and summer school is closed. Springville kids 
should not be forced to travel long distance just to keep walkability as a priority. Our kids activities are all around north 
Bethany area. If there are long commutes, where do our kids get time to do extra activities or even  spend some quality time 
with the family. I Hope BSD will keep Springville kids at Stoller.

02/05/2020 Matt mattAS@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Summa cannot overtake general education!  Every child is equal.  Springville wants to stay in the nearest middle school!

02/05/2020 Maria Medley Medleydm@msn.com Cooper Mountain Elem Highland Park MS Mountainside

I don't understand why the boundaries for my area in Cooper Mountain are changing since the new school is in north 
Beaverton school district. I looked at the proposals in December & they had no changes for CM. Why is this happening now 
when we could have been involved in the process early if we had known. Then are the HS boundaries going to change? My 
daughter will be attending Mountainside next year & I don't want her to have to change schools in HS. This would adversely 
affect her. Please keep the CM to Highland Park to Mountainside unchanged!

02/05/2020 Kyle Patterson kyle.patterson64@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem Sunset

I am a parent of two Oak Hill ES students.  My sons are active in the community.  As a parent and coach in the community, 
my sons participate on sports teams with kids from Terra Linda, Findley, Sato, and Jacob Wismer.  They are building their 
community and their connections every day as a member of the Cedar Mill Community.  I am deeply concerned with the 
consideration to separate Oak Hills ES students from their community as they enter middle school.  Middle school is 
challenging for developing children.  Creating an environment where they can thrive includes their social and emotional 
development.  Please consider and take action to include Oak Hills ES with its community in Cedar Mill.  I am advocating for 
the following.-As a member of the Sunset bound Oak Hills area, I believe Map A strengthen existing relationships and provide 
support for our kids transitioning from Middle School to High School.  -I believe Map A is the best option to support the 
majority of Oak Hills Elementary, both Sunset and Westview bound students.  Oak Hills is willing to maintain the current 
split but request that Sunset bound students attend middle school with another Northern Sunset Feeding School.  -Oak Hills 
identifies with the Cedar Mill Community as our kids walk to Sunset, attend the same churches, walk the same sidewalks, 
play in the same sports leagues, and patronize the same local Cedar Mill businesses.-The Sunset bound Oak Hills students 
represent 20-25 kids per year that are enrolled at Sunset, the 5th largest High School in the state of Oregon.  They begin their 
Freshman year knowing less than 1% of the 2000+ currently enrolled students.  --If Map A is not an option, we request that 
the Sunset bound Oak Hills students attend Middle School with Terra Linda, our closest Sunset bound neighbor. Thank 
youKyle
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02/05/2020 VIJAY KUMAR VEMPATI Vijaykumar.Vempati@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8

ISOLATION OF SPRINGVILLE FROM REST OF COMMUNITY, NOT A HEALTHY SIGN FOR KIDS DEVELOPMENTNorth Bethany is an 
integral part of Bethany community and isolating the Springville kids from their neighbors and friends from SATO, JACOB 
WISMER is going to have negative impact on their mental,physical and academic development. Building new schools in 
developing area will help in dealing with these boundary adjustment issues, but building them in a non growing 
community, is going to be a sheer waste of tax payers money and end up in not being fully utilized.TRANSPORTATION COSTS 
SAVING OVER FULL UTILIZATION OF NEW SCHOOL(BUILT WITH MILLIONS OF TAX PAYERS MONEY)When walkability is 
considered as a factor now, why wasnt it mentioned in the agenda when the parents are drawing maps from the beginning 
of the exercise. What is the authenticity or source of Map C shown in the last meeting was not authored by any of the 
parents. Its just derived from the transport costs, which is not a agenda criteria for the boundary adjustment. This map 
doesn't even fulfill the first and primary most requirement of fulfilling  the newly built Timberland school.  Rather than fully 
utilizing the new school built with millions of tax payer money, you are trying to save 25k in the transportation costs by 
packaging kids to the longest travel distance in BSD. Request you to please take unbiased decisions and treat each kid the 
same way.

02/05/2020 John johnmichaelroberts11@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

SPRINGVILLE AND SATO ARE NORTH BETHANY: There are only TWO schools in the northern most part of the district: 
Springville and Sato. Up until recently, Sato's boundary was part of Springville. Sato IS Springville! No other two schools in 
the north can say that! Our children were separated from each other once already and now they are facing being ripped 
apart again! In addition, of the only two North Bethany schools, only one's population lives almost ENTIRELY in the 
northern most point within the district: SPRINGVILLE. Springville IS NORTH BETHANY. We have ONE northern most middle 
school and the North Bethany community must be the first to attend it. It is in no way reasonable to have the NORTHERN 
MOST COMMUNITY commuting the FURTHEST SOUTH. Transportation costs support this, proximity supports this, the fact 
that not even Domino's will deliver a pizza to my home (and they're closer to Springville than Five Oaks is!) supports this. 
SPRINGVILLE IS NORTH BETHANY and cannot attend anywhere but Stoller without drastic consequences to the North 
Bethany community. With such a two hour daily commute to Five Oaks there will be no more time for extracurriculars, for 
play dates, for carpooling with our neighboring community, for tutoring and studying, for homework, for family time, for 
adequate sleep. An entire community will suffer when there are alternatives that do not put undue burden on anyone. 
Please protect Springville from being cutoff from the ONLY a community they have.

02/05/2020 Aishwarya Sreenivasan aishsreeni@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear BSD and CommitteeThanks for all your efforts and being so graceful under so much pressure.  When the whole 
boundary adjustment was started one of the main objective of BSD was "There is an over enrollment problem at Stoller 
Middle School wherein the enrollment exceeds the capacity of the school.  For SY 2019-20, the enrollment is 1,560 and the 
total capacity of the school, including portable classrooms, is 1,375. The Board identified approximately 90% enrollment of 
the building capacity of Stoller MS in order to reduce student enrollment to a size comparable to other middle schools and 
to allow for student enrollment increases that are projected to occur over the next several years.  Increased student 
enrollment is associated with the recent and future residential development in the North Bethany area." Both Springville 
and SATO elementary schools are rapidly growing schools. There is projection stating SPV and SATO 559 and 543 
respectively in 2025. Stoller will be at 122 percentage. 2028/2029 SPV is projected at 905 ans Sato at 792. If both of them 
are together at Stoller even in 2021 Stoller will be overcrowded. What is the point of this whole middle school boundary 
adjustment process if Stoller will be overcrowded at the end of the day? SATO and SPV can not co-exist in the same middle 
school. SATO is closer to Stoller with some of its students in the walk-able zone. JW and Findley are both stable non growing 
communities. We are requesting BSD and committee to consider these facts.

02/05/2020 David Kruse kruser91@comcast.net Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

The four maps shown are very difficult to read without street names.  I am on the border and cannot tell from your map 
what middle school my child will attend.  Please include names of streets, not lines that  are hard to distinguish. Thanks, 
David Kruse

02/05/2020 Jay jeys24@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear AC members,I want to bring your attention on SPV CURRENT BUS RIDE TIME TO STOLLER: 1. Route 1from SPV area to 
Stoller, the RIDE TIME is 40.6 Mins. 2. The Proposed Map C, the MAXIMUM ride time from SPV community to FO middle 
school is 43.9 Mins.  Is seems the fastest growing  northern Bethany community making the ride time as a huge factor to stay 
with Stoller. I guess their first priority is not to go to FO, because of Equity. This is just a data for your attention.ThanksJay
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02/05/2020 Vignesh K vkalluri@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8

DON'T TARGET SPRINGVILLE NEIGHBORHOODMap C is targeting Springville neighborhood by splitting the way it's 
convenient to make the numbers. While some of the Springville students goes to Stoller others have been sent to Five Oaks. I 
think the Springville neighborhood has been targeted to split it from North Bethany and its current neighboring 
communities. Keep the communities together. NO to Map C.

02/05/2020 Vignesh K vkalluri@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8

SHORTEST COMMUTES FOR KIDSLong commute over 45 minutes one way from Springville to Five Oaks will impact on 
student ability do after school activities as they will be very tired due to long travel and it will increase bullying and middle 
school student dropout rate. NO to MAP C.

02/05/2020 PRP pram125@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Thanks for creating Map C based on proximity and transportation costs. Based on the transportation analysis data,  1) Map C 
results in 186 less students to be bused when compared to current numbers. Map A however increases the number of 
students to be bused by 356 and a staggering 542 more students when compared to Map C.2) For the Stoller middle school,  
Map C reduces the number of students to bused by 638 students compared to 474 from map A. This is also a result of 
keeping Summa program in tact at Stoller. There are significant number of summa students within walking distance to 
Stoller( 184 students based on Grid map).  Please take this into account before considering moving Summa out of Stoller 
when further refining Map C. I would ask committee to consider offering Summa programs at both Stoller and 
Timberland.With that said, map C can be further refined as follows.1. Move Rachel Carson from Five Oaks to Cedar Park 
rather than Whitford.  This can be achieved by moving Barnes Elementary to Meadow park and provide the necessary 
capacity relief for Cedar park to host Rachel Carson2. I would also considering moving Rockcreek as whole to Five Oaks 
which has capacity to host these students. Another option I would ask committee to consider is busing springville students 
to Timberland MS.  I believe transportation times and cost will be similar to Five Oaks. This move can also keep Rachel 
Carson intact at Five Oaks.

02/05/2020 Chigozie Muoto muotoc@gmail.com Springville K-8

Busing SPV kids from North Bethany, across HYW 26, to Five Oaks is totally unacceptable! I will implore BSD to remove Map 
C from the bucket of possible maps being considered in the Middle School Boundary Adjustment process. Research has 
shown that long commutes take a substantial toll on students overall well being, affecting every aspect of their learning 
experience. No child should be subjected to such adverse predicament which is totally preventable. It is unjust to allow any 
kid to go through such hardship while there are other more viable and less impactful alternatives. My 9 year old, who is 
currently in 4th grade was in shock when I told him the distance he would need to travel to go to school if Map C was 
adopted. Please do not scare our kids and make them lose interest/hope in learning and in trusting that the school 
authorities always have them in mind in every decision making process. We trust that BSD thinks, first and foremost, about 
the welfare of every child in any decision that will have such enormous effects on our kids.

02/05/2020 Penny Zheng zhengwanyun@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Map C does not meet the targets set up by BSD adjustment committee. It only fills up the new school by 75% and Stoller is 
still at a very high capacity level. Springville will be an isolated area if PCC college is excluded from the Map. No students live 
in that area.

02/05/2020 Aishwarya Sreenivasan aishsreeni@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Broad Policy JC1. Student body composition -Map C increases equity and diversity across all the middle schools in BSD. This 
is very important as kids need to grow up surrounded by kids from diverse socio-economic background. 2. Current and 
future availability of space at a school- If SPV and SATO are in same middle school Stoller there will be serious over crowding 
in future.3. Feeder patterns from Feeder patterns from elementary, middle to high school; JW elementary feed into both 
Sunset and Westview. If Map A is implemented Sunset bound JW kids will have no one to accompany them. It will be less the 
100 kids from JW-Stoller into Sunset4. Neighborhood proximity and accessibility. Map C makes sure kids in the 
neighborhood walk to their middle schools. It is important that neighborhoods surrounding a middle school if walk-able 
should be given preference to attend that middle school.  We understand SUMMA is a optional program but huge majority 
of that SUMMA kids live Surrounding Stoller. About 150 kids. They should be allowed to access a school that they can walk 
to.

02/05/2020 Megan Anderson cougarfam@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park MS Westview

Based on the maps and our experience with two of our kids already at Meadow, coming from Oak Hills Elementary, we 
highly favor Map A which would allow our kids to remain with friends and peers from elementary to middle school and on 
to high school.  We KNOW from first hand experience that middle school is a really tough environment and these kids need 
some stability in peer groups to help them navigate this crucial stage of life and development.
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02/05/2020 Karen karenlynnroberts@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

SPRINGVILLE AND SATO ARE NORTH BETHANY: We are the only two communities in the northern most part of the district. In 
fact, it is the Springville community that LIVES in the northern most point in the district; nearly the ENTIRE Springville 
community lives north of Springville Rd, while only a portion of Sato (and NO OTHER SCHOOL) lives north of Springville Rd. 
North Bethany is OUR HOME and we have only one middle school near North Bethany: Stoller. With the construction of 
Timberland, the rest of North Beaverton now has another middle school option close to home. North Bethany still has only 
ONE. We live here, our kids go to school here, they carpool with nearby friends from Sato, they take taekwondo here, they 
take ballet lessons and piano lessons and art classes here, they attend nursery school here, we attend reading time with our 
littles at the Bethany Library, they see their family doctors here, our families congregate at the local ice cream shop and 
splash around the local splash pad together to escape the summer heat, we meet for coffee at our neighborhood Starbucks 
and watch in awe as they light our neighborhood Christmas tree, we show up en mass to the local street fairs and nosh on 
eats from our store-front food carts, we shop at our local QFC and rub shoulders with neighbors at Bethany Public House. 
Springville is the heart of the Bethany community. We are a mighty presence in the fabric of our community. To ask us to be 
stripped of everyone and everything we know and call home is more terrifying than any of our words could possibly convey. 
To send us past Stoller itself and through Stoller boundaries to go to school every day would be a tremendous loss for our 
vibrant community. Timberland is a North Beaverton middle school and any student who is privileged to attend this new 
school will remain tied to North Beaverton and their North Beaverton community. The same cannot be said for Springville if 
they are packed and shipped to Five Oaks.

02/05/2020 Rachel Pheap Rachel.pheap@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem

I moved to oak hills to give my children a sense of community that I never had growing up. Moving forward with Map C will 
remove this community from them and will deeply impact their opportunity for success as they transition into high school. 
I ask that you please consider keeping the Oak Hills boundaries together and keeping our community together by moving 
forward with map A.

02/05/2020 Douglas Yap dougyap1377@gmail.com Springville K-8

In the January 9th meeting, the board determined that the average district-wide commute time is 20 minutes.  Also, from 
that same meeting agenda, it is noted that the current bus routes from Five Oaks middle school, which currently serves the 
closest elementary schools (McKinely and Elmonica) is above the 20 mins average.This concludes that Map C is not viable.  
Map C assigns the exclaves (islands) of Arbor Oaks, Noyes, and Abbey Creek communities of Springville ES to Five oaks.  
According to google maps, it is a 20 min commute time to Abbey creek in Normal traffic (without multiple stops).  Most 
likely this will pan out to a 45 min average daily commute.If Map C pushes through, this will be detrimental to our kids 
biological clocks (they need to wake up 1 hour earlier) and also their after-school schedules.  My family and I are firmly 
opposed to Map C and it's long-term effects to our kids.

02/05/2020 Prasanna Kumar mrpkindia@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Can you please focus on all the communities in BSD. Really appreciate all the efforts but Springville doesnt have 
representation in advisory committee. Really HOPE that BSD staff and AC members understand our concerns and consider a 
equitable solution to entire BSD community.Splitting North Springville into ISOLATED ISLAND and including southern part 
of SPV into Map C also called Transport friendly map doesnt seem logical     - South part of Springville still have to be bused 
to Stoller so why they are they split     - North part should get past them and other community going to Stoller and then 
drive our kids 45 mins one way, risking them in busy traffic intersections to FIVE OAKS, Why ???SUMMA is an OPTIONAL 
program and why is it prioritized than filling school with mandatory education needs for all kids    - Have Springville in 
Stoller which is its closest Middle School    - Then fill SUMMA kids if space permitsPlease prioritize basic education to all kids 
and then optional programs can be looked into

02/05/2020 Karen karenlynnroberts@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

SUMMA TO TIMBERLAND HAS MINIMAL IMPACT ON TRANSPORTATION PER THE SUPERINTENDENT: This has already been 
determined by the district! The superintendent's memorandum in regards to alleviating overcrowding in Springville and 
Stoller states that "relocation of summa to new campus will have minimal transportation impact". Please do not allow the 
conversation to continue to be dominated by false information regarding negative transportation implications of moving 
summa to Timberland or the loss of walkability. It has ALREADY BEEN DETERMINED BY THE DISTRICT that the impact of 
moving summa to Timberland is minimal. The transportation budget analysis provided at the last meeting also shows that 
maintaining walkability for Findley at Stoller at the expense of maintaining Springville at Stoller actually has a NEGATIVE 
IMPACT on the district's overall budget. With only 2 meetings remaining, please let us lay to rest once and for all the 
arguments over walkability and summa that have already been ANSWERED by the superintendent and by transportation's 
cost analysis.
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02/05/2020 MaryBeth Piccirilli picsee98@yahoo.com

Since there is going to be room in the Middle Schools south of Hwy 26, I think you should allow more students into Rachel 
Carson and move it to Cedar Park.  If Rachel Carson gets 500 applications and only allows 125 or so students, that's a great 
example of BSD not reacting or listening to what parents and students want.Five Oaks needs to focus on the students at that 
school and Rachel Carson is a distraction for the principal.  To get Five Oaks the resources it needs to bring its students up to 
par should be the goal.  Right now it looks like everyone's hoping the Rachel Carson students' test scores will make the 
overall Five Oaks school look better.

02/05/2020 Russell Rutledge russell.rutledge@outlook.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS

Keep the Rock Creek and Bethany neighborhoods going to the same middle school.   These neighborhoods are very 
connected in the community outside of school and the students should be able to maintain those relationships when 
attending middle school.

02/05/2020 Russell Rutledge russell.rutledge@outlook.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS

Please use Map 9 from 
https://resources.finalsite.net/images/v1579908657/beavertonk12orus/z8659hqr32avgufmpmmb/MS_Boundary_Adj_AC
Mtg011620_final.pdf to keep the Bethany and Rock Creek neighborhoods together.

02/05/2020 SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

In late 2014, BSD had a series of public meetings and made short-terms solutions. Among these solutions, the one regarding 
summa provides an extremely valuable precedent case that would help us make the right decision today.The decision is: 
from 2016-2018, BSD will gradually relocate Summa program in Stoller to our new middle school on the north end 
(Timberland).In the "Overcrowding Solutions Update, 11/17/2014", it is clearly stated that "Gradual relocation of Summa 
to new campus will have MINIMAL transportation impact."In "Springville K-8 – Stoller MS Overcrowding FAQ, 12/12/2014", 
BSD further explained the reasons of doing so:"Summa is a specialized program (placement based on testing) for highly 
gifted students, which allows it to be moved temporarily without a boundary change process.Moving Summa to the new 
middle school on the north end of the district was not the original recommendation made by the parent advisory 
committee. However, by doing so incrementally:-No students will be removed from one school and required to attend 
another in the middle of their school experience.-Students will attend schools closer to their neighorhoods.-The summa 
program will continue sense of community as opposed to dispersing Summa students throughout the district based on 
available space." Based on the findings above, I strongly urge BSD to be consistent on its principals and practices regarding 
summa and do the right thing: MOVE SUMMA TO TIMBERLAND AND KEEP SPRINGVILLE IN STOLLER.Thanks!

02/05/2020 John johnmichaelroberts11@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

FACT: SPRINGVILLE AND SATO CAN REMAIN TOGETHER AT STOLLERCan we for a moment please address the flood of 
comments indicating that Springville and Sato cannot remain together in middle school. This is an OPINION and SCARE 
TACTIC rooted in absolutely no fact whatsoever. The FACTS are right in front of us: we currently have 3 working maps with 
TWO that keep Springville with Sato at Stoller and MEET THE JC OBJECTIVES REGARDING CAPACITY AT STOLLER AND 
ELSEWHERE and we have only one map that sends Springville out of Stoller but also DOESN[?]T MEET CAPACITY 
REQUIREMENTS AT STOLLER AND ELSEWHERE. Put a stop to the false rhetoric! Springville and Sato can absolutely remain 
together as we have seen in a wide variety of maps! What cannot remain at Stoller is OPTIONAL programming!

02/05/2020 Yagna Jyothy Vemuri yagna.vemuri@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

I appreciate that the committee decided to take map C for further consideration. I firmly believe that it is the map that 
meets the district's objective. I have reviewed the comments pouring in, favoring Map A. I would like to briefly highlight the 
biggest issue I find with map A.Map A sends the most socioeconomically disadvantaged part of Springville to Five Oaks. The 
71 students (the grids directly to the south of PCC with 42 and 29 students) coming from this neighborhood from 2021 
attendance projection are very much part of Springville that the larger part of their community is willing to split out, in 
favor of the rest of them going to Stoller. It is obvious that, without this split, Springville and Sato cannot coexist in Stoller 
and Stoller would be well over permanent capacity before 2023. How is this fair to the students in those communities? Why 
is it OK to add to the already elevated socio-economic imbalance at Five Oaks? Why does anyone want to go through 
another grueling boundary adjustment process in five years?!Map B has Sato split out, namely the neighborhoods that can 
walk to Stoller will be on a bus to Five Oaks. It is obvious that it is undesirable all around.Map C has the issues with Maps A 
and B corrected. Additionally, by sending majority of Springville and Rock Creek to Five Oaks, they have two West View 
feeding schools overlap during the MS years. Map C has Stoller numbers that are sustainable in the long run.I am trusting the 
committee to do what is best. I am trusting them to see the glaring flaws with Maps A and B. I am trusting that they move 
forward with map C, making any nips and tucks as they see fit. Thank you.
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02/05/2020 C Wilson candyawilson@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park MS Westview

I strongly vote for map A. Please do not choose Map C. My children attend oak hills elementary, meadow park middle 
school, and westview high school. Currently Meadow Park has Bethany, oak hills, and Barnes as main feeder elementary 
schools. If Oak hills is left to be the only elementary school north of Hwy 26, the socioeconomic and ethnic diversity at 
meadow would be great affected. Behavior problems would likely increase further, and parental involvement would likely 
decrease. There needs to be a balance at each school.  Also, Oak Hills and Bethany elementary students interact and build 
relationships in sports, community events, parks, etc. Oak Hills would be the only elementary school then to attend 
Meadow Park away from neighbors and friends they know. Map A allows Bethany and Oak Hills to attend MPMS which is 
good. And further, Map C shows them then attending sunset High school. Please do not change high school boundaries 
again. Please keep west side of Bethany attending Westview. I feel shocked and betrayed that now HS boundaries are being 
discussed again. Again, west side of Bethany Blvd needs to remain at westview. Along with Bethany elementary to attend 
meadow park and then westview. The Oak hills kids would be so isolated to attend MPMS and then be the only middle 
school kids to go to sunset. Map C is very detrimental, please trust the parents that are commenting. This is not a good 
option!

02/05/2020 Michael Cooney mdcooney@cooneys.us Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park MS Sunset

As an Oak Hills resident, I strongly advocate for Map A. It strengthens existing relationships by keeping OH elementary 
boundaries together and provides our children with a good balance going to Sunset instead of being a small group under 
Map C.  It also supports and strengthens the ties with the Cedar Mill community as the children are involved in outside 
activities like sports, scouts, church, and other social events.if Map A adopted, we request that the Sunset-bound Oak Hills 
students attend Middle School with Terra Linda, their closest Sunset-bound neighbor.

02/05/2020 Vijay amrita_moola@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview
Dear Authorities, kindly consider the stress on the little ones mind and body with the unnecessary  45 min + 45 min of daily 
commute to school (Five Oaks )which is not even in the proximity of our community of Springville.

02/05/2020 Karen karenlynnroberts@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

NUMBERS SHOW SPRINGVILLE AND SATO CAN AND MUST REMAIN AT STOLLER: I implore the committee to separate fact 
from fiction in regards to the onslaught of comments suggesting Springville and Sato cannot remain in Stoller together. The 
district has leveraged multiple sources for projecting growth in North Bethany. Multiple maps have been drawn which 
clearly show that Springville and Sato can in fact attend Stoller together and maintain JC capacity objectives both NOW 
AND IN THE FUTURE. Simply look at the three maps we have before us right now: TWO of the three maps have Springville and 
Sato together at Stoller AND meet capacity goals, only ONE map sends Springville out of Stoller and it is also the ONLY MAP 
THAT DOESN[?]T MEET CAPACITY GOALS FOR STOLLER! The facts are right under our noses! Capacity for 2021 is met with 
Springville and Sato together at Stoller, capacity is NOT MET by kicking Springville out! Even looking ahead at future growth 
projections, SPRINGVILLE AND SATO TOGETHER AT STOLLER has the SAME impact on capacity as Map C where Springville is 
removed. Springville and Sato remaining together is not the problem: trying to cram optional programming and every 
possible walker into an already overcrowded school is the problem! Numbers also prove that to keep transportation costs 
down, Springville must remain at Stoller. The cost to bus Springville to Five Oaks is significantly more expensive than the 
cost to bus all of Findley to Timberland. The district has also previously determined that the transportation impact is 
MINIMAL to move Summa to Timberland (see the superintendent's recommendations regarding overcrowding at Stoller 
from preliminary conversations in 2014). Keep Springville and Sato (boundaries that were very recently the SAME 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL) in tact before addressing luxuries like walking and options programs!

02/05/2020 Sushil Dhoot sushil.dhoot@gmail.com Springville K-8

SPRINGVILLE is integral part of NORTH BETHANY. It does not make sense to pack and ship 500 kids down to Five Oaks (almost 
1 hour each way) just to fulfill some arbitrary cost criteria. All maps (A/B/C) reduce tranportation costs but only Map C 
penalizes Springville by UNNECESSARY and LONG COMMUTES. SATO and SPRINGVILLE belong TOGETHER in Stoller as sister 
communities. Please disregard any comments made by other communities otherwise. In fact SATO used to be part of 
Springville (north of Springville Road) until elementary school boundary adjustment.If options are available, schools HAVE 
to be closer to homes. Springville to Five Oaks will be among LONGEST COMMUTES in BSD. THIS CAN BE AVOIDED BY SIMPLE 
CHANGES TO MAP C BY ELIMINATING SPLITS, MOVING SUMMA. All of Springville needs to go to Stoller (half distance 
compared to Five Oaks). Rock Creek can go to Five Oaks and all of Findley to new Timberland school. All around commutes 
are more equitable that way.Thanks.

02/05/2020 Laura J ljoelson1@gmail.com

BSD Boundary Committee,As a current resident of the Oak Hills Community as well as residing in the community during my 
childhood, I have personally been effected by two of the 5 boundary changes in our neighborhood.Keeping the children 
together through their schooling is important. It strengthens the community on many levels.
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02/05/2020 Suzi Fei suzifei@yahoo.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park MS Sunset
Please keep the kids who live in Oak Hills neighborhood with their middle school friends as they transition to high school. 
My vote is for Map A.

02/02/2020 Rabia Ishaq rabiarashid@aol.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Attention committee members. Don't isolate springville from rest of the Bethany community. Sato and springville share 
everything together . Our kids growing together. Map C is breaking the bond with in neighbors . It is so unfair for springville 
kids to go down to five oaks all lone . Please do the right thing. Map C does not fulfill the objectives. Please reconsider and 
keep the communities together. Thanks

02/05/2020 Rowan Wepener rowan.wepener@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Dear Committee MembersI stand fully support a Map C for our community with the following adjustments.Please reduce 
the splits. Schools leaving Stoller would rather do so as a united school than be split and have a portion remain at Stoller. 
Rock Creek is a small elementary school, to split it and leave some students at Stoller seems unnecessary. My children would 
be in the portion that remains at Stoller. We do not want this. We would rather stay together with our community and 
head over to our new middle school (Five Oaks) together. Please don't split up communities. No northern school should be 
sent south to Five Oaks without another northern elementary school. No northern elementary should be an island that is 
sent into another community - in my opinion this will be a disaster for our children and have a negative impact on their 
mental health. Thank you.

02/05/2020 Aparna aparna.vijayan2010@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear committee, It is unfortunate to see that we are prioritizing OPTIONAL programs over the BASIC education needs of the 
kids.The Map C proposal to sent Springville K-8 to Five Oaks which is more than 5 miles away from North Bethany across 
high traffic intersections. Retaining SUMMA in Stoller doesn't seem fair. I heard that earlier decision was made by BSD to 
gradually relocate Summa program in Stoller to our new middle school(Timberland). This would also have MINIMAL 
transportation impact. Why are we not adhering to them?Request BSD staff and committee members to PRIORITIZE BASIC 
EDUCATION of KIDS FIRST which will ensure all are treated fairly and not to punish SPRINGVILLE kids.

02/05/2020 SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

NUMBERS SHOW SPRINGVILLE AND SATO CAN AND MUST REMAIN AT STOLLER: I implore the committee to separate fact 
from fiction in regards to the onslaught of comments suggesting Springville and Sato cannot remain in Stoller together. The 
district has leveraged multiple sources for projecting growth in North Bethany. Multiple maps have been drawn which 
clearly show that Springville and Sato can in fact attend Stoller together and maintain JC capacity objectives both NOW 
AND IN THE FUTURE. Simply look at the three maps we have before us right now: TWO of the three maps have Springville and 
Sato together at Stoller AND meet capacity goals, only ONE map sends Springville out of Stoller and it is also the ONLY MAP 
THAT DOESN'T MEET CAPACITY GOALS FOR STOLLER! The facts are right under our noses! Capacity for 2021 is met with 
Springville and Sato together at Stoller, capacity is NOT MET by kicking Springville out! Even looking ahead at future growth 
projections, SPRINGVILLE AND SATO TOGETHER AT STOLLER has the SAME impact on capacity as Map C where Springville is 
removed. Springville and Sato remaining together is not the problem: trying to cram optional programming and every 
possible walker into an already overcrowded school is the problem! Numbers also prove that to keep transportation costs 
down, Springville must remain at Stoller. The cost to bus Springville to Five Oaks is significantly more expensive than the 
cost to bus all of Findley to Timberland. The district has also previously determined that the transportation impact is 
MINIMAL to move Summa to Timberland (see the superintendent[?]s recommendations regarding overcrowding at Stoller 
from preliminary conversations in 2014). Keep Springville and Sato (boundaries that were very recently the SAME 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL) in tact before addressing luxuries like walking and options programs!

02/05/2020 Narender Muduganti narendermr@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

The process should be simple and fair, NO SINGLE kid should feel pain from the decisions made from this exercise, so that 
they can focus on education. In regards to this, we need to send the kids to the near by school from where they live. If a 
school is over crowded following this, then check if there is any other school near to some neighborhoods falling in the 
overcrowded school boundary and move those neighborhoods to that school. Hope there will NOT be any personnel goals 
doing this simple fair process... Wish the BSD team follow &amp; work towards the set BSD guidelines and follow the BSD 
policies like sending kids to near by school from where they live, so that KIDS will not get strained, so that kids get time to 
participate in after school activities like all kids, do home work timely and compete with other kids in the BSD. BY GIVING 
EQUAL opportunity, we can see kids have healthy competition in education.  So, please see a fair & honest process is 
followed

02/05/2020 Shira Sandberg shira.sandberg1@gmail.com Bonny Slope Elem Cedar Park MS Sunset
It doesn't make sense to bus kids to a farther away school. I want to believe there is a better way to create equity with out 
effecting adversely of family lives.  Would love to going forward with Map C
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02/05/2020 Diraviyam Shanmugasundaram draghavshan@gmail.com Springville K-8

I would implore BSD staff and advisory committee members to discard the map introduced during the Jan 30th meeting at 
Meadow Park, titled Working Map C, and continue to refine the maps selected during the January 16th meeting. Moving 
forward with Working Map C unjustifiably isolates those of us in the Springville area from our community members that are 
within neighboring elementary school boundaries. Kids in North Bethany, regardless of assigned elementary schools, are on 
the same sports teams and participate in extracurricular activities together. Subjecting Springville students to an 
unreasonably long commute to Five Oaks will take away the opportunities to participate in extra-curricular activities, 
remove opportunities to meaningfully interact with our neighbors during reasonable weekday hours because travel time 
and school responsibilities and impede the fostering of friendships with neighboring kids. Community to me, and those 
similarly situated, means working and playing alongside our neighbors. Isolating Springville kids from our neighborhood 
elementary school removes the idea of community from them and outcasts them amongst their peers because they will not 
be privy to inside jokes, relationships and camaraderie that their Sato/JW/etc. neighbors will be able to enjoy inside and 
outside of the class setting by being required to go all the way to Five Oaks if Map C is adopted. Map C destroys Springville's 
sense of community amongst their peers and removes Springville from being a valued member of the North Bethany area. 
Please do not do this to Springville, and to North Bethany as a whole, and discard Map C.

02/05/2020 Ankit Shah tofanmasti@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem

There has been a lot of data and numbers that have been posted by a lot of the parents and concerned citizens. There has 
been a lot of debate, protest and passionate comments on this board. I want to simply say that I support Map C since it is the 
most rationale and balanced solution to our problem. I can talk about why, but there are a lot of good supporting data and 
arguments on this board. What I really want to write today is to ensure that the final decision will be made based on data, 
balancing needs and common sense. I sincerely hope that the loudest voice or the largest attendance at committee meeting 
is not the deciding factor. That will be very unfortunate. I am seeing a lot of push from the community social media groups 
to &#34;show strength in numbers&#34; by attending meetings and posting 100s of comments. Honestly, after a few 100 
comments, it almost becomes useless to keep repeating the same information that others have already posted. This should 
not turn into an election campaign. I hope BSD and the committee is creating a set of metric and a measurable criteria that 
will be data driven and objective. With the right set of metric and constraints, we should be able to make a rationale 
decision. Instead of debating the merits of one map or the other, can we talk about what clear and objective metric and 
constraints are going to be used in the decision? Is there a way to create a score for each of the options based on the criteria?

02/05/2020 Jennifer Watson Drjjwatson@gmail.com Bonny Slope Elem Cedar Park MS Sunset
Please keep Terra Linda within the Cedar Mill community. We are one neighborhood and our children have established 
close relationships. I vote to move forward with Map C.

02/05/2020 Prabha Chethan krchandraprabha@gmail.com Springville K-8

Hi ,Please do not consider Map C.It is doing providing equity to Springville kids. Findley kids are in 2 mile radius to 
Timerland but we are 5 mile radius to Five oaks. We are the farthest to Five oaks and it is ridiculous to send our kids to five 
oaks.People are complaining of improvements on springville area ? Who said there are no new homes in Sato , and other 
area?  new Homes are coming in other areas too.  current planning is for 2021 and not 2030. If new homes are coming 
existing kids will graduate and they wont sit in MS forever.New MS Timberland is built to reduce crowd on Stoller.  If we are 
not filling it , it is going to waste all the tax dollars we paid.Map C does split 8 elementary schools which doesn't look good 
for kids. please keep neighborhood relationship for those young minds.

02/05/2020 Lisa Richards lahrichards@yahoo.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park MS Westview

My family (with two current middle schoolers at Meadow Park) strongly supports Map A.  A major mistake was made in the 
high school boundary realignment that resulted in a tiny portion of Oak Hills and Meadow Park students ending up at 
Sunset HS.  Map A would allow that small portion of students (currently at a great disadvantage in regards to losing their 
peer group as they enter high school) to enter Sunset with a much larger number of students from their middle school.  
Please select Map A!

02/05/2020 Madhavi Lukalapu madhoo75@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

SPRINGVILLE IS AN INTEGRAL PART OF THE NORTH BETHANY COMMUNITY:  Springville and Sato make up the two 
communities that form North Bethany.  All of our regular activities revolve around this area- our kids take classes in Bethany 
Village, we all play at Pirate Park, etc.  Springville does not want to be separated from our friends and neighbors.

02/05/2020 Yvonne Luk yewan007@hotmail.com Springville K-8

PROXIMITY MATTERS FOR SPRINGVILLE TOO:  Springville is the northernmost community in BSD.  Almost all of our 
community lives north of Springville road. While some of our neighboring communities have several middle schools within 
a reasonable distance, Springville does not.  Do not make the northernmost community travel a long distance south and 
lose our only chance at a reasonable commute.
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02/05/2020 Madhavi Lukalapu rajkrv@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

PROXIMITY MATTERS FOR SPRINGVILLE TOO:  Springville is the northernmost community in BSD.  Almost all of our 
community lives north of Springville road.  While some of our neighboring communities have several middle schools within 
a reasonable distance, Springville does not.  Do not make the northernmost community travel a long distance south and 
lose our only chance at a reasonable commute.

02/05/2020 Vivek vivek.t@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

SPRINGVILLE AND SATO ARE COMMUNITYSomeone has propagated a myth that Sato and Springville communities cannot 
exist at Stoller together.This is far from the truth. Both these are sister schools and communities; the students were together 
till a year ago. There are many maps that accommodate both these schools. - SUMMA can be moved out of Stoller - chosing 
between options programs and regular students isn't a great situation but in this case the choice has to be - Entire Findley 
elementary can be moved to a closer and central school - Timberland - this also helps align feeder patterns.We all 
(Sato/Springville) use Bethany village, Pirate park for our activities together. We don't want to be separated from our sister 
school and community.

02/05/2020 Ben L Manny bmanny@frontier.com

Kids are now grown.  They attended Terra LInda, Meadow Park, Sunset High School.  We still live in the Terra LInda 
neighborhood.  When our kids were going through the transitions from elementary to middle to high school, both Terra 
Linda and Sunset had the feel of neighborhood school.  The kids could walk to school and had close friends in Bauer Woods.  
Meadow Park felt different.  It was across Sunset Highway, required a bus ride and our daughters did not assimilate as well 
into the school as they did at Terra Linda and Sunset.  If our kids were still living at home, or if our grand kids were living in 
Terra Linda (how I wish), I would be strongly in favor of Map C as it fits much better into the progression of  students from 
Terra Linda to Sunset High School than the Meadow Park, Map A, option.

02/05/2020 Susan Moody- Baker suemoodybaker@yahoo.com Cooper Mountain Elem

As the grandparent of a Cooper Mtn. Student and a former teacher, I am very concerned that the redistricting of Cooper Mtn 
to Mountainview school is being considered as two of the choices. If you look at statistics for the middle schools, adding 
more students to a low scored school is not helping them. My preference is Highland Park Middle School for the Cooper Mtn 
students. My other grandson is there and I have been pleased with his transition from Cooper Mtn.

02/05/2020 Vivek vivek.t@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

PROXIMITY MATTERS; PROXIMITY AND WALKABILITY ARE THE SAMESpringville is the northern most community in BSD and 
map C proposes busing our kids to FIve Oaks - a southern school across communities that go to Stoller - Rock Creek , Sato , 
Findley and Jacob Wismer. These other elementary schools are closer to Five Oaks and the impact of busing them to Five 
Oaks would not be brutal as it is on the Springville community kids.Our kids will commute ~1.5-2 hours daily which impacts 
their activities, mental health and a host of other things; they also get separated from their community for middle school as 
well as high school - these are formative and difficult years for kids and the long commute will impact them adversely.Dear 
committee members - please think of our kids as your kids and prevent them from this crazy long commute across one of the 
busiest intersections in the county and metro area. Please vote for equity.Please vote map C out.

02/05/2020 Likhila Vavilapalli 397676@bsd48.org Westview

I believe that changing the boundaries making this neighborhood  go to Five Oaks is a very poor decision.  The travel was very 
efficient to Stoller Middle School and  made it easier to get work done. As middle schoolers the work load increases and 
sleep decreases and if the boundaries were to be altered, the minimal sleep the students get would be compromised for 
transportation time. As you can see, changing the boundaries of the Abbey Creek neighborhood can cause many other 
consequences such as the hours of sleep the students get, thus effecting their performance in school.

02/05/2020 Luis Gonzalez luis.gonzalez@nike.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Hi, my name is Luis Gonzalez and I'm the parent of three girls that attend Springville, Stoller and Westview.A couple of years 
ago when we were looking for our home, we decided that the place where we wanted to live it was north Bethany and the 
key factors to make that decision was Stoller Middle school. I share this not to talk about me and the decision I made, but 
what I want to express is that I understand why we are all here and why we are all interested that our kid stay at Stoller. We 
all know that the principal, teachers and all personnel do an extraordinary work and that's why we all love stoller. At the 
same time there is something that I don't understand and have all us here having this conversation. The growth in North 
Bethany was expected and a new school was built to serve surrounding, I'm talking about Timberline and have stoller as the 
option for the area that is growing, and it is where I live.Is it clear to me that we all are pursuing the best for kids, and this 
means be better citizen for this world, which has an academic component as well as principles and values.On this decision, 
we don't have to look for winner or loser, but instead for collaboration and equity and as a community for fairness and 
common good across the district and not for privileged and disadvantaged.Hope we can have this in consideration for the 
final decision and we all can celebrate as a community.Thank you for your attention.Respectfully Luis Gonzalez
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02/05/2020 Morgan Law morganjlaw@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem

Hello! I would like to request that Map A is approved for middle school boundary. I live in Oak Hills and feel strongly that 
our community needs to stay together, as other options would alienate the handful of students who would need to attend 
middle and high school with a new, unfamiliar group of students. Map A would provide the most seamless transition. 
However, if Map A does not move forward, I would request that Sunset-bound Oak Hills students are able to attend middle 
school with our close Terra Linda neighbors. Thank you very much for your hard work on this difficult task!

02/05/2020 Swati swati.s.lohar@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

If we see commute of map C, Springville school to Five oaks will be the longest commute compared to other schools. so Plan 
A makes lot of sense ,plan C will be worst plan as per the commute.   So all board, committee members please consider this 
commute time. It will be very unfair for Springville kids.

02/05/2020 Shailesh Joshi jshailesh@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

There are only TWO communities in the northern most district boundary: Springville and Sato. Springville is the ONLY 
community living almost entirely in this northern most boundary. This is not about legacy it's about PROXIMITY. Two 
northern most communities must attend northern most middle school.Map C needs adjustments.. or bring back Springville 
MS.

02/05/2020 Abhiram abhithal1@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

NO TO MAP C MAP C has below flaws :1. Very long commute for Springville kids if moved to Five Oaks (More than 90 mins a 
day)2. Too many elementary school splits3. Options program (Summa) is prioritized over regular school (Springville) at 
Stoller4. SpringVille is literally an Island because noone lives in PCC rock creek area.5. Small portion of Springville with low 
income families is splitPlease support map A or modify map C to include Springville at Stoller

02/05/2020 Mariana Huerta mhd_75@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8

hello everyone, my name is Mariana Huerta and I've part of the Springville school community for almost 5 years.The North 
Bethany area is growing, it is an area with multicultural wealth but this also makes us a bit vulnerable.  The Language Barrier 
is a factor that has prevented many from clearly expressing our feelings.  However, we all understand something: We dont 
want to left Stoller! we don't want a long commute every single day for our kids! Not just because Stoller is an amazing 
school but because it is not fair to travel by car or bus to a school so far from our neighbor.  Findley's families fight over the 
ease of walk ability, while for Springville's families this opportunity  is completely taking away with this decision. The new 
Timberline's construction gives logical solution that limits Have to be moved eastward, not southward.We also deserve 
walk ability! We need it too! This decision has to be the best for the kids!! All the kids!! thank you for your hard working!
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02/05/2020 Karen karenlynnroberts@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

I cannot believe people are vilifying the Springville community for not wanting to commute 2 hours a day to school while simultaneously saying it's 
deplorable to expect them to even step foot in a bus. Springville is all the way up here LIVING IN THE NORTHERN MOST NEIGHBORHOOD IN THE ENTIRE 
DISTRICT and we are being called elitist and selfish for asking the burden of commute to be more evenly distributed among schools. Meanwhile we are 
called liars for stating the majority of our community will be subjected to a 2 hour daily commute: with a one way drive time of 42+ minutes for 3 out of 
5 bus routes, how is a 2 hour daily commute a lie?! Our children's commute is not simply the moment the bus pulls away from the stop until it comes 
to a halt at the destination. They will be commuting to the bus stop, waiting at the bus stop, waiting for the bus to fill at the school before it takes off, 
sitting on the bus, walking home from the bus... all of this is time they are commuting when they could be sleeping, involved in extracurriculars, doing 
homework, studying, spending time with family, socializing, BEING CHILDREN! Hearing people say having Findley walk will save money when the 
transportation budget flat out shows the numbers and shows it will SAVE MONEY to bus Findley to Timberland instead of bus Springville to Five Oaks. 
IT'S RIGHT THERE IN BLACK AND WHITE! It is a LIE to state that the district will save money by prioritizing Findley's walkability: look at the numbers 
provided by transportation themselves! It is a LIE that Springville and Sato cannot be together at Stoller when we have MULTIPLE maps with us both at 
Stoller that meet the objectives for 2021 AND BEYOND! The numbers are all calculated and there in plain sight! It is a LIE that Map C is the closest to 
meeting the objectives! In fact, Map C doesn't come close to ANY of the objectives while Map A actually comes closest to all objectives (it's all there ON 
PAPER!). There are multiple comments from those OUTSIDE THE SPRINGVILLE COMMUNITY that have pointed out how incredibly preposterous it is to 
send the most northern community to Five Oaks, who point out how Springville is completely isolated in the north by PCC, farmland, nurseries, and 
shopping centers, who call out the absolutely deplorable tactic of stripping Springville's most disadvantaged population (the MOST ECONOMICALLY 
DISADVANTAGED NEIGHBORHOOD NORTH OF HIGHWAY 26!) to attend Stoller without their peers simply to create some kind of economic diversity at 
Stoller. These are the voices of those unaffected by what happens to Springville but who CALL THE COMMITTEE TO DO WHAT IS RIGHT! Each time the 
committee leans toward a map that prioritizes walking and summa to 2 hour commutes and the economically disadvantaged populations in our midst, 
I don't sleep. I am physically sick and tormented by what is occurring in these meetings and comments. Our Springville children are being sacrificed for 
what reason? Because we can't walk to any middle school? Because we don't have as many summa students as wealthier neighborhoods? Because we 
are a younger community? Because WHY?! If you only knew how many tears I've shed watching these meetings, reading these comments from other 
communities, and sitting at my computer BEGGING in comments to be heard. Commuting to Five Oaks will destroy North Bethany. It will place 
Springville's students at a significant disadvantage as they waste valuable time every day going to and from school while every other general education 
student in the district is already home living a life our students have been denied. My husband CHANGED JOBS so we could return to the Springville 
community for all that it offered us in the 3 years we were here prior to moving. We JUST RETURNED to this community and now it's being torn out 
from under us. We returned here to offer our military kids STABILITY for the FIRST TIME IN THEIR LIVES and now I sit and tell them that the stability we 
promised them is in jeopardy. My family is sick over all of this. Springville deserves so much better than losing their community, losing their neighbors, 
losing their family time, losing their extracurriculars, losing their opportunity to study/access tutoring/SLEEP so that they have the same chance of 
academic success afforded to every other student in the district. I don't care where you send us so long as my child doesn't LOSE THIER CHILDHOOD 
commuting 2 hours a day to and from school because the district decided their time outside of school and commuting wasn't valuable.

02/05/2020 Ansh Anshul.us@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

MAP C SAVINGS ARE MAJORLY BECAUSE OF WALKABILITY RESTORED IN SOUTH for Highland Park and MountainViewFor 
Stoller, MAINTAINING FINDLEY WALKABILITY COST MORE. Please see the data provided. SPRINGVILLE TO FIVE Oaks costs 
MORE. This was not HIGHLIGHTED by Transportation in the meeting because it was more focused on number of kids 
climbing on a bus. None of the maps need additional drivers or routes.

02/05/2020 Aliyah Taylor-Hershel Aliyahtaylor@gmail.com Bonny Slope Elem Cedar Park MS

To the Boundary Committee, I am a proud parent in the Beaverton School District as well as certifies employee of 12 years. I 
feel it is important at this time to use my voice as a parent and community member but also as a teacher. I am hopeful that 
you will consider and move forward Map C, as a long time member of the Cedar Mill community I feel it's the o oh map that 
holds our entire community, including those from Terra Linda together. It's important to me that the kids our kids have 
grown up with, played on teams with and shared school and community events with get the opportunity to continue 
together. Map C is the only map that does this for our kids. Thank you for you work and consideration.

02/05/2020 Satoko Watt satoko.watt@gmail.com Springville K-8

I would like to let you know that Springville is North Bethany community. Sato and Springville are same community. We 
should remain at Stoller together. Sato used be part of Springville few years ago. Map C may save transportation cost, but 
how about south area? I think they don't want to split. Moving Springville is causing so many problems to South school. 
And Timberland should be filled out. Since Summa is optional program, they should go to Timberland. Walkability may be 
considered, but Summa is oprion and definely needs to be out from Stoller. Cost saving is important, but time is more 
valuale for kids. Other school can save commute time, but Springville kids has to take long time to go to middle school? If 
you modify map C, please move Springville back to Stoller like map 8 and 9 of last time . And move Summa to Timberland. 
Send to all Rock Creek to Five Oaks. Map C appears to have just abandoned the Springville like an island. Springville's Summa 
goes to a farther Cedar Park. Does BSD really do such unfair adjustments? Just save trasportation cost? What do you think 
about commuting time for Springville's children?

02/05/2020 Tri Nguyen Tnguy3x@yahoo.com

OBJECTIVE 2: GET STOLLER'S PROJECTION TO 90% PERMANENT CAPACITY:  This can be done by making Sato, Springville, and 
Jacob Wismer the three schools feeding into Stoller without splits.  The Summa program should be moved offsite, as it is 
optional (at Five Oaks or Timberland, as space permits).  This will reduce Stoller's numbers and keep communities in North 
Bethany from long commutes.
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02/05/2020 Lise Amber Gibbs artqueenamber@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park MS Sunset

With Map C, Oak Hills is the only community north of 26 that feeds into Meadow Park and that has big issues. If the district 
wants to consider transportation costs - Stoller is much closer and Timberland is not much further than Meadow Park. The 
biggest issue with Map C and the Oak Hills community is that this leaves a very small number of students that go from 
Meadow Park to Sunset. Approximately 25 kids will transition from Meadow Park to Sunset High because only the east side 
of Oak Hills is districted to Sunset. That means that after going through the big transition process of moving from 
elementary school to middle school, our kids will have to face going to the largest high school in the state knowing very few 
people and not having a regular social circle in their new high school. If Map C is the one the school district goes with, please 
consider putting the east side of Oak Hills into the same middle school as the Terra Linda ES  kids. This will give our kids more 
of a chance to have kids that they've known from middle school (as well as sports and neighborhood activities) in Sunset 
High.

02/05/2020 Colleen Seitz Cmdearey@yahoo.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park MS Sunset

To Beaverton School District Middle School Boundary Committee, I would like to strongly advocate for Map A to be the 
chosen option for Oak Hills Elementary students. This option would allow our students a more successful transition into 
High school with more peers they have established meaningful relationships with in middle school. This option would allow 
them to attend with 2 other neighboring elementary schools, so that our kids could feel more confident with the huge leap 
and change into High School. In contrast, map C shows an option where only part of Oak Hills (currently only 25 students 
out of 2,000) students go to Sunset High School together, which begins their high school experience with only knowing 1% 
of the community. This places undue stress onto our incoming Freshman and doesn't allow them to further develop 
meaningful peer relationships they have formed in middle school. Please consider our children's long term welfare as they 
make the difficult adjustment into high school with strong friendships and community support. Thank you for your time 
and consideration,Colleen Seitz (Current parent of a 4th grader and 1st grader at Oak Hills Elementary)

02/05/2020 Steffy Julius Steffyjoseph1910@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

DON'T MAKE A SPRINGVILLE ISLAND:  Map C creates an island out of most of the Springville neighborhood.  We invite anyone 
thinking this looks like a continuous area to drive up here and see for yourselves.  You will find some goats or maybe llamas 
in the fields near PCC.  You will not find middle school students.

02/05/2020 Jolene Seacl0418@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem

Strongly against map A because rock creak is away from his neighbor schools. Moreover, there is the literal distance and 
barrier between rock creek and Elmonica/McKinley. Rock creek students must go to the middle school with their familiar 
communities. As parents, all is about safety concern.

02/06/2020 Tomohiko Nakashima okadakeiko0421@hotmail.co.jp Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8

I have moved to Springville area my kids to Springville K-8 option school.Nevertheless,this option school was dicided to 
disappear suddenly.In addition,we cannot go to Stoller MS.This is too cruel.Why do we need to spend 90 minutes at an 
ordinary non-optionl school? I'm not convinced.SUMMA needs to be relocated.Why do all springville stidents have to be 
sacrificed for SUMMA? 90 minutes of commuting time can be problematic in terms of academic performance and 
safety.Please treat our kids fairly regardless of money.

02/05/2020 Brian bravaskimo86@yahoo.com.tw Rock Creek Elem

Map C has a more balanced feeder ES for Five Oak. If we look on the equity, we definitely need to choose Map C. Compared 
with walkability, I care more about equity and balanced resource distribution. Besides, as for bus routes, students riding, 
operating cost, Map C is the most efficient of all. Please consider map C. Thank you.

02/05/2020 Na-Yung Yu nayungyu@gmail.com Springville K-8

I am opposed to Map C. Below are the reasons.1. Let the Springville community to walk to Stoller middle school through 
pirate park trail 1.6 miles. For Springville community to attend Five Oaks Middle School, we have to drive long. On top of 
unnecessary suffering of the kids in the car, the long commute by car will increase our carbon footprint. And the commute 
from Springville to Five Oaks will increase traffic that PCC, Intel workers, and people who work in downtown are already 
making in the morning. 2. Map C makes Springville community an island from its neighborhood. Springville community, in 
terms of map, is clearly a part of north bethany community, still Map C propose to spoon Springville community out of its 
neighborhood. We don't want to be moved out from North Bethany. Please do not isolate Springville community from the 
area.3. Map C does not give room for Stoller who is suffering too many students, which is the most important reason why 
we do change the boundary. Why don't we move all Rock creek including Summa program to Five Oaks? Why don't we move 
all Findley from stoller to Timberland? I don't understand why one school kids need to be split; I am sure the kids are 
confused and frustrated too. This way Stollelr will have less crowd and Five Oaks and Timberland will have more students so 
everybody wins.
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02/05/2020 Sharon Zell sharonzell@yahoo.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Despite our comments—which have been consistent on this point from the beginning of this discussion—and our presence 
at boundary meetings, I do not feel the committee is hearing Rock Creek when we say that it is inequitable, unfair and breaks 
up our community to send us to Five Oaks without a partnering school from north of 26. Map A is a total slap in the face to 
our community. Overcrowding at Stoller is relieved on our backs. In Map A, every single school that feeds to Stoller gets a 
better situation than they did before the redistricting: schools that stay at Stoller are not moved and get the benefit of a no 
longer overcrowded facility; students that move to Timberland get a brand new school that is fed with similar elementary 
schools—creating an even wealthier, more elite school than Stoller. In Map A, the only school that is sent to away from 
Stoller—to a new location, with no neighbors, to a much lower performing school—is Rock Creek. It is absolutely unfair to 
reduce the population of Stoller at the expense of one community, but that is what Map A does. Not one committee 
member mentioned how outrageous this is in the last meeting. Not only is it unfair to achieve a reasonable number of 
students on the backs of the Rock Creek community, but Map C shows that it is not necessary. Not only does Map C reduce 
the transportation costs significantly from Map A, but it achieves better equity across the district, which absolutely should 
be one of the goals of this important boundary change. While we are not opposed to being rezoned to Five Oaks, we are 
STRONGLY opposed to being rezoned to Five Oaks as the only northern school. It is unfair, unnecessary and inequitable.The 
committee and the district should be looking at the best interests of all the students and looking carefully at each 
community affected by a change in middle school. Thus far, our voices have not been heard. We urge the committee to 
abandon the flawed Map A in favor of the more equitable and less expensive Map C.

02/05/2020 Eric Chang cccf16915@gmail.com Springville K-8

Why do ONLY Springville kids spend 90 mins on the bus every day especially when so many parents mention that walkability 
is highly important for their kids? This is not the equity we are talking about in previous meetings. Map C is totally 
UNACCEPTABLE. Is the transportation cost the policy JC factors? NO. Instead, Neighborhood proximity and accessibility is 
one of them. So send Springville kids to their neighborhood school Stoller.

02/05/2020 Peter Liu09190818@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem

Map A makes a grossly unfair result for the Rock creek community in particular. Please abandon Map A.Most of rock creek 
families have accepted that we will be sent away from Stoller because we understand that BSD boundary adjustment has to 
change something good for all students. Nevertheless, map A shifts the most economic diverse area from Stoller and to Five 
Oaks. Worst of all, Rock creek is the only northern school in map A. We strongly can't accept rezoning to FO as the only 
northern school. Pushing Rock creek to leave their northern neighbors, intergrate into an unfamiliar community and then 
rejoin the northern neighbors in Westview establishes unfair experience for Rock creek students. Map A is unacceptable.

02/05/2020 Kirsten kirsey@hotmail.com Bonny Slope Elem

Terra Linda Elementary has been the heart and center of the Cedar Mill community for many years. We are a close knit 
community and students at Bonny Slope and Terra Linda have been intertwined at middle school, and then high school. I 
recommend we keep these communities together moving forward, and go with proposed Map C.

02/05/2020 Pramodh Bangaru Pb97229@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear Committee Members,Looking at the recently released comment,it is clearly shows that splitting the Es schools is very 
bad idea  from comments from across BSD communities who ES are getting split in Map C. Mac C is terribly flawed, splitting 
8 ES, making Springville an ISland, in a way increasing transportation cost ( if you send all Findley to Timberlands and 
Springville to Stoller, the cost is less). Sending northern most bethany area down south. Discard Map- C. Committee did a 
great job choosing right Maps 8 (A) and 9 (B)based on discussion held since Nov.  please urge to make a right decision and we 
expect equitable solutions for all kids.

02/05/2020 Katie Paul katiem.paul@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

I'm consistently disappointed with this process and the lack of forward progress. No where in the meeting objectives is 
walkability a prioirty. We need to focus on academic standards, balancing schools and economical, community based 
boundaries. Sending a divided Rock Creek alone to FO is totally unacceptable. The committee needs to evaluate if creating 
two academically and financially elite schools North of 26 is their priority. I hope considerations are made and Map C is 
tailored to accomodate needed changes i.e. reunifying RC at FO.
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02/05/2020 Charles Paul charles.paul1@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

I attended the meeting last week and was seriously disheartened. I want the district to consider a few things - 1. 
WALKABILITY (no matter how often it is mentioned by people who FAVOR this) should NOT be a priority in this case, 
considering the MAJORITY of kids are actually NOT able to walk to either their elementary school or their middle school. The 
fact that some people drive by [insert middle school name here] every day to run errands should also not be a factor. 2. 
EQUITY is the MOST important thing. Stating reasons such as BSD budget and the environment are #1 priorities, while being 
ok with the district spending an extra $40K/year to send ANOTHER school twice the distance away just so that *your* kid 
doesn't have to go to another school doesn't seem equitable, and frankly seems outright dishonest. Same goes for claiming 
that splitting 2 separate elementary schools is detrimental to the wellbeing of these kids, but being perfectly OK with 
actually splitting ONE (very small) elementary school and sending those kids to two separate middle schools. I urge everyone 
reading these comments and posting here to take a minute and put themselves in others' shoes and re-evaluate their 
priorities - having to choose between 2 great schools, one you can walk to and one you are being bused to, would be a 
dreamy problem to have compared to having your kid sent to a school where their entire class would be the outsider, not 
only coming in from a different neighborhood entirely, but also going to a different high school than the other peers in their 
new middle school. Feeder patterns and equity are the priorities here, as listed by the BSD's very own memo from the 
January 30 meeting.

02/05/2020 Zoe zoe0729@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

The map C in last meeting was not reasonable.Map C focuses on transportation cost but put our kids' secondary. I live far 
from Five Oaks and my kids will need to get up an hour early to get on the bus for Middle school while the kids from other 
community are privileged with walkable distance. Where is the equity across BSD? Sacrifice our kids' health safety to seek 
for lower transportation cost? Furthermore, there are other options to make the transportation even lower. Why not put 
Findley to Timberland with Summa?I hope BSD committee can make the right decision. You are taking all of our kids into 
consideration, are you?

02/05/2020 Colleen Adler colleenadler79@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS

Map C is the only way to go! Please do not rezone only Rock Creek to Five Oaks (Map A) it is unnecessary, unfair and 
inequitable for ALL the students! We as a community are willing to be rezoned to Five Oaks as long and only if we do so with 
some of our neighbors in the north. Do the right thing for ALL the students and families in the district.MAP C IS THE ONLY 
ACCEPTABLE AND FAIR WAY TO PROCEED.

02/05/2020 Chandana K chandanak08@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Just checked google maps. SPV->stoller: by car is 6 minutes; SPV->five oaks: by car is 9 minutes. Agree that school bus times 
may be different; however, the difference is 3 minutes at any time. Bussing all the summa kids(233) to timberland makes no 
sense when it is a 14 minute(by car) vs 0 minute by car.

02/05/2020 Prabha Chethan krchandraprabha@gmail.com Springville K-8

Dear BSD,Map C is not creating lots of problems to multiple ES communities. Specially for springville ES community.Parent 
volunteer is an important thing in school district and if school is 5 miles from home none of parents can go and service in 
school.Apart from everyday commute we have lot other things like picking up kids for doc appointments , picking kids when 
they are sick , PTO conferences....list goes on.School is not designing boundary based on transportation cost or walk ability . 
It is an important aspect of family and community.Please understand our concerns and keep our schools close to home and 
provide equity to all in BSD and not just couple of ES.Please keep springville kids in stoller , that is nearest to springville.  
Five oaks is farthest far springville. Other ES are near to five oaks than springville like Jacob wismer, Findley.

02/05/2020 Billy bravaskimo1209@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem

I have heard the absolute disaster of the reintegration of Rachel Carson to Five Oaks. I am so worried that our school of only 
200 students will have similar experience integrating into the unfamiliar Five Oaks community. Make another northern 
schools to go to Five Oak (such as Bethany, Springville, Oak hill) with Rock creek will ease this concern and make FO student 
composition a great combination of northern and souther schools. Please take Map C into consideration and give up map a.

02/05/2020 ragesh rageshp@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS

Bussing all the summa kids to timberland when they live within walking distance is wasting the tax dollars. The option 
school should be designed to serve a neighbourhood who are interested in the program. Imagine making a german 
immersion program to a neighbourhood school where no one speaks german and bussing all the kids from across the 
district who are interested in the program to this school(instead of making the option to the neighbourhood that finds it 
useful). Option school should make sense to the neighbourhood that serves it.
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02/05/2020 SHALINI GUPTA DOCSHALINIGUPTA@GMAIL.COM Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS

Dear Committee - I would like to express my concerns with Map A and B with respect to Stoller MS as follow:1. They do not 
resolve the overcrowding problem at Stoller with 2 growing community of SPV and Sato feeding to it, leading to significant 
growth and utilization of permanent capacity upward of 110% by 20152. With JW kids feeding to Sunset for high school 
while SPV and Sato feeding to Westview, JW kids will be a small minority (~20% of Stoller population) going to Sunset, 
causing them to lose most of their friends and adjusting in a big high school without real social network at the critical time 
in their teenage when they can be easily influenced.For Map A, another concern is the removal of SUMMA program from 
Stoller. It causes a significant portion of kids to go from the walkable neighborhood of JW and Findley to take buses to a 
faraway middle school.Map C resolves most of the above Stoller concerns and I support it for these specific reasons:- most 
walkable map supporting the neighborhood community- maintains the Stoller capacity at a manageable #- keep reasonable 
ratio of Stoller population to feed to both Sunset and Westview- improves student diversity- it only increases bus ride time 
for SPV kids going to FO by 4 min on average (vs. the time from SPV to Stoller).- most of the SUMMA kids go to a middle 
school within walkable distance.Thanks!

02/05/2020 Ann Aaa0919205587@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem

BSD is always saying that they embrace equity. But how Map A is a possible solution on the table? Rock creek is the most 
disadvantaged population of Stoller. Now map A kick Rock creek to Five Oaks ALONE. Where is equity? I can't see any of it. 
Please make sure BSD not just take care of more priviledged preforming ES. Rock creek has to be with their neighbor schools.

02/05/2020 Leslie Kragt lesilekragt@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem

I would like to advocate for Map A.  My fifth grader will go to Meadow Park next year and continue on to Sunset.  Our family 
is new to the Oak Hills community and have been blown away by the parental involvement, support and advocation for all 
children we have witnessed in our first year here.  We feel that relationships built within this community and continuing on 
when sending our kids to middle school and high school are vital.  We want our children to attend middle school, Meadow 
Park, with other students north of highway 26 who will eventually attend Sunset together.  It is important to us to build up 
these relationships and family involvement in middle school so that we can carry that through to high school encouraging 
our students to take pride and care in their community.  We want students who feel empowered, connected and engaged in 
the area they live, work and go to school in.

02/05/2020 Puja Jain puja_ajain@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset ACMA

Please consider Map C as it maximizes walking to school leading to saving transportation costs that can be used to pay 
teachers, buy supplies or fund programs. This map prioritizes creating easier and shorter commutes for students. During the 
inclement weather, the ability to live close to schools assists families in getting their children home quickly and safely.Also, 
Map C creates a more stable learning environment since children get to stay together longer with their friends. Children 
have better learning, positive attitude when they are happy which can only be attained if they have good company as well as 
good school. Map C makes it easier for students to collaborate for different projects at school which would be difficult 
otherwise.Most importantly, since Stoller MS is so centrally located, that it will always be at capacity compared to other MS 
schools – simply because of the rapid growth north of Bethany and lack of space and other schools in this area.I feel that 
Map C achieves the perfect balance possible and keeps Stoller as stable as it could possibly be. Say YES to MAP C!!Thankyou!

02/05/2020 Jennifer Jenwcorey@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem

The Rock Creek community cares deeply about our schools and this boundary process. I don't know if anyone feels how I do, 
but  my initial reaction to the first phase of maps was one of disbelief and denial that Rock creek was almost assuredly being 
kicked out of Stoller. So maybe it took me a while but I , like many of us,  have come to terms that we will no longer be part 
of the Stoller community. But now we are faced with Map A which not only moves us but puts us in a school without other 
close neighborhoods in our community. Many of the other feeder schools will go on to a different high school than the Rock 
Creek kids further fracturing their sense of community and relationships.  I was more than a little discouraged to hear 
several committee members at the last meeting refer to this as their favorite option. Obviously Rock Creek is an easy target 
for the committee to put on the chopping block but I want my voice heard that Map A is unacceptable.Map C is in no way 
perfect but must be chosen over Map A to show that BSD cares about community, equity and fairness in this process.

02/05/2020 Arta Montero arta.pecaj@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Please proceed with map C. Map A is unacceptable to Rock Creek and unjust. I think that Rock Creek is being very reasonable 
and is not asking for too much. Other schools that are being moved from Stoller have a much better deal. For example, 
Finley is going to Timberland and will be going there with other schools that are rated 9. Springville worst case (going to Five 
Oaks with Rock Creek) is Rock Creek[?]s best case since they will be going there with Rock Creek
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02/05/2020 Chieko Yoshihara pdxsalecy@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Dear BSD, as a parent of Springville student, please discard Map C. When Sato started a few years ago, we went through the 
boundary adjustment and half of my daughter's friends were moved to Sato. Please don't force us to go through this again. It 
is not fair for us to go through major changes again and again in such short years.

02/05/2020 Snigdha Reddy kuttybangaru@yahoo.com Sato Elem Stoller MS Westview

Hi, Thanks for your time to review our comments. I live in Pirate Park community and our kids currently walk to Stoller 
Middle school. I urge you to keep all WALKABLE zones intact with Stoller. Also, our kids go to SATO elementary today and I 
request not to split SATO in any way. I strongly oppose any proposal that splits our community from Stoller and SATO.

02/05/2020 S Asw.raw@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Please keep Map C Map C prioritizes walking and keeps 14 busses out of the roads. Kaiser/bethany blvd is already traffic 
jammed in rush hours, ( and Single lane)  so if SPV joins stoller, it would be even worse .  SPV is growing community and in 
near future we willBe again dealing wirh overcrowding issues.BesidesMap C addresses equity and diversity .

02/05/2020 Gabriel Montero Gabe.montero@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Please eliminate map A and keep map C. Remove SUMA from Stoller if capacity at Stoller needs to be reduced beyond what is 
shown on map C.Another option is to send Rock Creek to Meadow Park with Bethany and Oak Hills per Staff Feeder Pattern 
map or staff capacity utilization map.

02/05/2020 Puja T Puja.osu@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem

Hello, I am thinking in a most logical manner. Here I have a kid who goes to JW and tomorrow if I have to send him to a 
longer commute middle school just because to satisfy some map allocations, that will be just plain unfair. How will it make 
sense for my kid whether summa or not to skip Stoller - which is eight across the street from JW and go to a different middle 
school? Is it to satisfy an ever growing community which is voting in higher number? Why cant the solution be as simple as - 
let kids attend their nearest middle school. Those who are little far - find a well planned school bus route that can reduce the 
commute time. By the way with ever growing community - school bus will have to be revised in most optimized way every 
year. There is no short term solution to satisfy ever growing community. But for that, please do not disrupt kids who are 
closer to Stoller and already are going to JW. This just does not make sense. Thank you!

02/05/2020 Ben Levy zydecolevy@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview
BRING STOLLER TO 90% PERMANENT CAPACITY:  You can do this with Sato, Springville, and Jacob Wismer.  You just have to 
move Summa.  It will bring Stoller to 90.5% permanent capacity or possibly less.

02/05/2020 Tim tim1023175@yahoo.com.tw Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Map A is intolerable. It creates a scenario for rock creek students to be regarded as outsiders because there is no other 
northern communities feeding into FO. Besides, most of FO students zoned to Aloha high school, but Rock creek zones to 
West View. It is weird and don't follow the feeder pattern.

02/05/2020 Carlos Tokunaga ctokuna@hotmail.com Oak Hills Elem

We are in favor of Map C with minor changes. Currently Map C has overcrowding in Meadow Park at 104% and Timberland is 
under capacity at 74%. If you move the Oak Hills Elementary students to Timberland you will have both schools under 
capacity at about 85%-90% each. In addition, you can remove the portable capacity at Meadow Park since the permanent 
buildings will be sufficient for the population (use the budget for that somewhere else). Our children will stay close, north of 
26 and with the proposed high school boundary change from West View to Sunset, they will stay together with the other 
Oak Hills/Timberland students.The other alternative that works is Map A without any changes.Thank you for your 
consideration.

02/05/2020 Stacie Tokunaga oshiros@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem

Map C - Meadow Park capacity 104%, Timberland capacity 74% Map C only makes sense if Oak Hills gets moved to 
Timberland. Enrollment numbers will even out. Meadow Park won't have to use their portable buildings, and Timberland 
will still be under capacity. Best option for anticipated growth in the future.Oak Hills stays together to go to middle school 
(and can stay together to go to Sunset High school to alliviate overcrowding at Westview). Oak Hills stays north of Hwy 26, 
within close proximity to friends for school projects, sports, clubs, events, etc. Map C does NOT make sense to have Oak Hills 
going to Meadow Park because they will be the only school going to a different high school (Westview or Sunset) without 
their same middle school feeders. The Oak Hills kids will be outsiders, making their high school transition unnecessarily 
challenging. Map A also works without any changes. Thank you for your time and consideration.

02/05/2020 Sudhakar Thatikonda sathyasudha@yahoo.com Sato Elem Stoller MS Westview

I would like to voice out my strong support for MAP C which is a good solution and addresses various problems at hand. 
First of all, it puts Springville and Sato the two biggest growing neighborhoods in two different middle schools addressing 
the Stoller overcrowding issue not just for the short term but for long term as well. Walk-ability is also taken into account 
thereby not needing BSD to spend $$$ on transportation for students. I would request to accept MAP C with no other big 
modifications. I oppose any map that takes out walkable communities from Stoller middle school. It doesn't make any sense 
to sacrifice near by communities to accommodate for far way neighborhoods.
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02/05/2020 Madhumeta Ganesh madhu.ganesh21@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview
Having Jacob Wismer, Sato, and Springville feed to Stoller will leave Stoller at around 90% permanent capacity which is 
ideal in solving the overcrowding problem there

02/05/2020 Yadi Zheng yadizheng@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem

Map A is definitely unacceptable to Rock Creek. In map C, we believe we can create another great middle school with our 
neighbor schools. As some of the RC parents mentioned, RC can't be the only one moves to F/O. And RC parents are very 
willing to have a discussion with Springville and Bethany to talk about what to do next to make F/O an ideal middle school 
for our kids.

02/05/2020 Patrick Yi yichongyue@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8

DON'T ISOLATE SPV!.Springvill kids are totally isolated from other kids in middle school. One of the rules in BSD first meeting 
is no split. However, Map C split the child in SPV! Map C is misleading others! No one lives in PCC area. HUMANE COMMUTES 
FOR KIDSI did a test drive this morning. From Springville, school bus will take more than 45 mins to arrive Five Oaks. The 
traffic on 185th ave is always a problem. And this will also slowed down by the traffic jam on 26. Please be considerable for 
the kids who spend more than 1.5 hrs sitting on the bus. They are kids only, no fedex packages!

02/05/2020 Priyanka Aggarwal aggpri@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

SPRINGVILLE IS AN INTEGRAL PART OF THE NORTH BETHANY COMMUNITYDon't Create an ISLAND for Kids going to Middle 
School with No Connecting Neighboring Communities. See the Map carefully, There is BIG PCC ROCK CREEK Campus with No 
BSD Kid in that Area.Don't Split the Springville Community, The Split Area in Map C going to Stoller (and going to FO in Map 
A), They need to be with other part of Springville. Data suggests Majority of them are enrolled for Free/Reduced Lunch 
Program, Splitting them from their other friends can isolate them at New School.SUMMA at Stoller can be easily moved to 
Five Oaks, Findley Split can also be avoided and move all Findley to Timberlan in Map C. This will create enough space to 
move back and avoid Split of Springville and move all Springville to Stoller.

02/05/2020 Stacie Tokunaga oshiros@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem

Please stongly consider moving Oak Hills to Timberland in Map C. Map C is completely unfair to have Oak Hills be the ONLY 
school to go to a high school without other middle school feeders, whether it's Westview or Sunset. Map C has Oak Hills 
ostracized. It puts the students of Oak Hills at an unncessary and unfair advantage. They will struggle with a harder high 
school transition without a support system to guide them. Timberland is under capacity and can take all of Oak Hills so Oak 
Hills stays together. Please take into consideration that our kids will thrive in a school with friends and families that live 
within close proximity to us - this is our community. It matters when it comes to community service, school projects, clubs, 
sports, and other extra curricular activies. Thank you .

02/05/2020 May mrwang.npu@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

MOVE SUMMA TO TIMBERLAND AND KEEP SPRINGVILLE IN STOLLERIn late 2014, BSD had a series of public meetings and 
made short-terms solutions. Among these solutions, the one regarding Summa provides an extremely valuable precedent 
case that would help us make the right decision today.The decision is: from 2016-2018, BSD will gradually relocate Summa 
program in Stoller to our new middle school on the north end (Timberland).In the "Overcrowding Solutions Update, 
11/17/2014", it is clearly stated that [?]Gradual relocation of Summa to new campus will have MINIMAL transportation 
impact." So do the right thing now, MOVE SUMMA TO TIMBERLAND!!! REGULAR SCHOOL IS OVER SUMMA

02/05/2020 Kristen Ballou kjballou@comcast.net Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

I live within the walkable area for Stoller.  I would prioritize not splitting elementary schools over walkability.  If walkability 
is important to the community and the committee, then all of Findley should go to Stoller.  It appears in Map C that several 
splits were created, and removing those splits would leave room for all of Findley in Stoller.  This solves two problems, 
removing ES splits and increasing walkability.  Walking to school is convenient, however, I do not have any issues with 
bussing my Findley kids to Timberland if that is the best way to keep Findley together.  If Findley is split for walkability, then 
the Findley walking kids would be split from their friends as they move to middle school, and three short years later, they 
will be split from their new middle school friends as many Stoller kids go to Westview and they go to Sunset.  This creates 
two tough transitions for the Findley walking students in such a short period of time.

02/05/2020 Priyanka Aggarwal aggpri@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

REGULAR PROGRAM OVER OPTION PROGRAM SUMMAIn Map C, Option Program is at Stoller while Springville (currently 
feeding into Stoller) is moved to Five Oaks. Doesn't make sense to do that.Move SUMMA to Five Oaks and  combine ALL 
SPRINGVILLE at Stoller.
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02/05/2020 Vicki Bock Jvbock@comcast.net Findley Elem

Our main concern is that Findley Elem. School is NOT split up. If this happens to them now, then the group of students sent 
to Stoller Middle School will again be split up three years later when some go on to Westview High School and some to 
Sunset High School. This shouldn't happen to them twice during these two crucial moments in their development. After 
speaking with two board members at the last boundary meeting, both stated that they knew the majority of parents at 
Findley do not want their kids split up going to two different Middle Schools. Deep friendships have been established. 
Parents and grandparents have volunteered together at Findley and formed many bonds. With the continued growth in 
north Bethany, we fear Stoller will continue to grow.  It only makes sense to send all of Findley Elem. Students to Timberland 
with the rest of their classmates. Busses will already be sent to the area, so please include those other couple of 
neighborhoods that you want to send to Stoller, including the Bannister Creek subdivision, and send them to Timberland 
with the rest of their classmates.  Our children's mental health should be the most important factor in this decision. Not the 
price of bussing. Map A is our choice.  If map C is decided upon, please find a way to redesign the small section of the 
northern boundary to include those neighborhoods that go to Findley but were excluded from going to Timberland with 
the rest of Findley, including Bannister Creek. PLEASE KEEP FINDLEY TOGETHER. Thank you for all your hard work.

02/05/2020 Peggie Peggie991l@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

A few questions: a. Why split the northernmost Bethany?b.Why doesn't the new school Timberland make 100% use?c.It is 
closer to the residential area than the Five Oaks than Spring (the map can also be clearly seen). The JW, Sato and Findley are 
all closer to the FO.  If calculated at cost.  The closer the area is, the more time and cost savings in transportation.  The 
transportation department can plan the closer part and save more costs.d.Springville also wants to walk to middle school.  
When does planning start?  The meeting mentioned many times that walking is the priority!e.Summa can't snatch places for 
normal education children.  It is optional.  Is it right for any school to go where there is space?f.Our Springville children 
need equally reasonable time to go to and from school.  Where are our children's equal rights?  On map C?g.I hope that BSD 
members will ask their inner heart when making a choice.  What if your child is in Springville?  4.8miles?  Also be deprived of 
the nearest middle school?  More than 500 children are not piggybanks!Thank you!

02/06/2020 Yichen Chang changyic98@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview Map C is more reasonable for new middle school boundary considering lower traffic cost and keep diversity in stroller MS.

02/05/2020 Anabella anabellacastrege@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset Don't split Findley. All Findley in Stoller.

02/05/2020 Naveen Kasam kasam_naveen@yahoo.com Springville K-8

LONGEST COMMUTE FOR SPRINGVILLE IN THE ENTIRE BSD FOR REGULAR MIDDLE SCHOOL PROGRAMMap c has the longest 
commute for springville in the entire BSD. Are we doing this to Keep SUMMA at stroller? Please do not prioritize summa 
over regular program.  Summa should be moved to Timerland or Five Oaks.

02/05/2020 Priyanka Aggarwal aggpri@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

LONGEST COMMUTE FOR SPRINGVILLE IN ENTIRE BSD FOR REGULAR MIDDLE SCHOOL PROGRAMMap C put Springville at Five 
Oaks and that makes it Longest Commute in Entire BSD for any Community to attend Regular Middle School Program. Save 
Springville Kids from this suffering as many studies clearly establishing that Long Commute impact the Mental and Physical 
Health of the Kids.This can be avoided by moving SUMMA at Stoller to other Middle School because SUMMA is an OPTION 
Program and like other Program, it cannot be Prioritize over Regular Middle School Program.

02/05/2020 Mahesh N Mudigonda Mahesh.Mudigonda@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8

Dear AC/BSD,Map C which is provided based on transportation optimization is a map that severely hurts the well being of a 
majority of BSD kids. Diversity is encouraged so every kid gets to see the world in a neutral and respective way, to promote 
equity in education Map C utterly fails at it by working diversity in by splitting the same kids that provide diversity from the 
kids with whom they have been going together for the longest. Please look beyond the numbers, please make a 
recommendation based On kids Well Being. Reject the ridiculous map C which may be a perfect map for shortest route first 
industries such as waste management and Fedex but the worst choice for getting the precious kids to the nurturing schools. 
Please consider minimizing splits and reducing commute times for EVERYONE (including Springville). Promote equity, keep 
Springville as a whole at Stoller. #NOtoMapC

02/05/2020 Chethan  Srinivasa schethan@gmail.com Springville K-8

Dear BSD,Map C put Springville kids to the Longest Commute in the entire BSD by travelling 5 miles to Five Oaks, when there 
is Stroller MS at 2 miles. Its injustice made to 500 kids over the walkability of very few kids.Also the new MS Timberland is 
built in a wrong location away from N. Bethany where there is lot of growth.Please dont make Springville kids spend 2 hrs of 
their time in commute to school every day, there would be a huge impact on their health by undergoing the extensive travel 
everyday.
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02/05/2020 Chiachi chang changyic98@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS
Please consider map c as the final boundary. We are living very close to rock creek north boundary. Same as Springville 
elementary school folk, we are far away from five oak MS. The traffic cost will be a problem for north rock creek elementary.

02/05/2020 PZ pzhang.npu@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

NOT ISOLATE SPRINGVILLE INTO AN ISLANDMap C makes Springville an island,  and isolate it from the north Bethany 
community. Map C makes other elmentary schools walkable, on the other hand makes Springville to Five Oaks the longest 
MS commute in BSD. MapC splits 8 elementary school in the whole  BSD. So Map C  is extremely unreasonable and not fair to 
Springville kids. DO NOT PUNISH SPRINGVILLE KIDS FOR TIMBERLAND'S UNFORTUNATE LOCATION!!!

02/05/2020 Jinger Harris jingerh@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park MS
My family and I live in Oak Hills and we are strongly advocating for Map A. We feel that this map/boundaries will make the 
transition easier for our kids as they move from middle school to high school.

02/05/2020 Gong Zhang zhanggong@gmx.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Dear Committee Member,Thank you for your hard work but Map C is not a good choice. It does not meet the Board Objects 
and the factors contained within Board Policy JC. Firstly, Timerland is only 75% of its capacity, well too low. Secondly, 
Stoller will be 100% capacity in 2021. Nowhere near the objective 2. I am concerned that we will need to go through the 
whole process in a couple of years. Eight elementary schools will have to be split.And lastly proximity. I wanted to point it 
out that proximity does not equal to walk ability. As one committee member mentioned on Jan 30 meeting, we we have 
talked about throughout the process and we should not only look at the mean travel time, but also some sort of outlier stuff 
like standard deviation or range or something so that we understand like the kids that are on the extremes and how we can 
best adjust for those guys the ones that are further out. Springville kids will have to travel between 90 mins to 120 minutes 
to Five Oaks. It is not acceptable! Kids should spend their time more productively rather than on the buses. Transportation 
costs vs safe and educational needs of the kids, I will definitely choose the later. Kids come first, always. In all, I don't think 
Map C is a good choice.

02/05/2020 Penny zhengwanyun@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS
Walkability is a privilege, but a safe ride to school is a right! No kids left behind! I don't think Map C is acceptable. It fails to 
treat our Springville Kids fairly. Spending 90-120 mins on the school bus is wasting their time and life.

02/05/2020 Sid siddappa.attur@gmail.com

Map A clearly has lot of problems.Why send only south part of SpringVille disadvantaged kids to Five Oaks while rest of SPV 
stays at Stoller ?There is no socioeconomic balance at Timberland. TerraLinda should be kept at Timberland with its 
community.Its not fair to send Terra Linda away from Timberland.Its going to break Stoller in few years. Keeping SpringVille 
at Stoller makes ZERO sense.Then this boundary adjustment should be called as SHORT RANGE planning to fill Timberland 
and don't care about overcrowding at Stoller.

02/05/2020 Preeju preejususan@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

I was appalled when it was said that Transportation could pack 60 of them at one go into a bus like packages and take them 
to any school however long the commute is and that it is not an issue for them. BUT it is a BIG issue for these kids sitting on 
the bus through a crazy totally unnecessary commute . There are so many other equitable ways. Proximity is not ONLY about 
walkability.... Minimize and optimize kids time on the bus too.... its an equally worthy goalMap C might work for some 
schools but totally ruins the day of Springville kids. You have marooned these kids up north in an ISLAND with kids going to 
Stoller all around them . On the west it is PCC , the nursery n farmland. nobody lives there . These kids are isolated from 
North Bethany which is OUR COMMUNITY , which is where we have sports team activities and clubs . All other kids in North 
Bethany goes to Stoller except for this island of kids who are penalized. Penalized for what? Not able to walk to Stoller so 
they don't help BSD's bottom line as much.....Wow... cant believe this is what is transpiring in our School District. #IsNon-
WalkabilityACrime

02/05/2020 Sandeep Kumar sandysrivastava@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

ALL MAPS SUPPORT WALKABILITYJanuary 30th Meeting suggested that Map C like it is the ONLY Map which considers 
Walkability and other Maps like Map A and B voted by Committee Members are against Walkability. This was not only 
factually incorrect. E.g. Cosider Stoller in Map A, It has All Walkable Kids of Stoller still at Stoller except for Findley Walkable 
Kids, but Findley Walkable Kids are moved to Timberland in Map as Findley Community want NO SPLIT and it also aligns 
with Feeder Pattern. It was discussed in many meetings was done to preserve Feeder Pattern. So saying Map A is now 
Walkable Friendly is INCORRECT.Just because few Kids are not Walking and that too because those Kids don't get to Split 
from their Non-Walkable neighbors doesn't make that Map (e.g. Map A and B) against Walkability. In fact it just makes those 
Map A and B more sensible and comprehensive than Map C because they also consider other issues along with Walkability.
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02/05/2020 jianqiao/huang huangjianqiao@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

A few years ago, BSD made a decision to move SUMMA program to Timerland, but in the end Stroller MS gave up computer 
lab to continue housing SUMMA at Stroller. In that decison, BSC mentioned: 1. Optional program is secondary to regular 
students, and optional programs should be moved out of stroller before moving regular students. 2. the transportation cost 
change of moving SUMMA is minimum. (These meeting documents have been sent to BSD to remind them.)We should 
follow the same logic today.1. Move SUMMA to Timberland2. Start to move regular students that are adjcent to other MS, 
for example, rock creek and Findley non-walkable3. if the numbers still don't meet the goal, we can discuss whether we 
should move findley walkable or part of Springville, but I believe the numbers should work with 1 and 2 done.

02/05/2020 Elizabeth Su ywelizasu@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem

Among the the theme maps that was moving forward in discussion, Map A should not be used unless Rock Creek and 
Bethany can both zoned to Five Oaks or Rock creek is able to join Bethany and go to Meadow Park with them.  Map C is a 
solution that seems fair but split a small school that has decreased student number.  I hope there's better solutions to this 
with minor adjustments. When we talked about equality a sad truth is that money is playing a big role in today's society and 
only with education it can bring the balanced and give our kids a similar learning experience. I sincerely hope BSD and 
committee members think the Rock Creek kids as your own kids.  Rock Creek students should not be sacrificed in the 
process. The capacity problem in Stoller requires some students to move out to the new school. However, to them that is  
not a down grade because it will still a resourceful community. I am concerned sending Rock Creek kids to FIve Oaks will 
affect their future performance and readiness for high school.  Another thought for splitting is not by West Union road but 
by 185th.  Our community share the bus route with our north community in Deer Field and Stoller Farms. It does not make 
sense to split at West Union. I hope to see a comparison that calculate the transportation cost. I also like to point out the 
estimate shows about 200 students feeding to Middle school, but currently each grade in Rock creek is about 100 kids.

2.5.20 Middle School Boundary Public Comment
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Please include with comments
 
From: Radha Muddu <radha.m@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 10:23 PM
To: Steven Sparks - Exec Admin <Steven_Sparks@beaverton.k12.or.us>
Subject: Middle school boundary readjustment
 

This is from a Non-BSD Email address: Please only click links and attachments if you are sure they are
safe

Dear Mr. Sparks, 
As a parent, I am alarmed at the ramifications of extra-long commute times on kids. I put together a 2 pg
document showing research articles and I sincerely hope you and the committee members will read it. 
 
Thank you, 



Dear Mr. Sparks and Advisory Committee Members,  

I have been researching the effect of long commutes on kids and I would like to share the following 

information with you.  

1. COMMUTE TIME: If Springville feeds into Five Oaks, the middle school students will have to deal with 

very stressful logistics: 45 min (commute time in bus, per BSD table) + 20 min (walking to the bus from 

home and waiting at the bus stop) – and this is one-way which means at least 2 hr total commute time 

everyday. This will be on the best of days, don’t ignore the fact that Portland has bad weather and that 

the Evergreen PKWY/185th Ave is the highest traffic intersection in the entire Washington county. 

Please note that these roads have also been classified as High Injury corridors. 

(Source: https://www.co.washington.or.us/LUT/Divisions/TrafficEngineering/Programs/upload/2018-

Traffic-Count-data.pdf).  

  

Source: https://www.oregonmetro.gov/sites/default/files/2018/05/25/high-injury-corridors-report-April-2017.pdf 

2. IMPACT OF LONG COMMUTE TIMES: If Springville feeds into Five Oaks, the middle school students will 

have to deal with very long commutes to and from school which will have an impact on extra-curricular 

activities, homework time, down time and family time, all of which will have a disastrous impact on 

their academic, physical, emotional and social wellness. 

 

I quote from a study (Journal of Planning Education and Research, Volume: 39 issue: 2) on the effect of 

long commute times on kids, “Each additional minute of commuting is associated with a 1.3-minute 

reduction in sleep. To put that in perspective, if one student had a 10-minute commute, and a second 

had a 30- minute commute, the second student would get an average of 26 minutes less sleep.” 

 

Imagine the effect of an hour long commute, one-way, on our kids! 

 

3. Mental health crises in school age children is an alarming phenomena and this is occurring in our 

community! Family therapists, school counselors – they all have scary stories to share.  

Please note the following article (Source: https://www.oregonlive.com/health/2019/09/in-oregon-

academic-pressures-existential-fears-help-explain-rising-rates-of-suicide-mental-health-conditions.html) 

“Suicide is the second leading cause of death for young people ages 10 to 24 in Oregon. Between 2010 and 

2017, almost one-fifth of deaths of Oregon children ages 10 to 14 were the result of suicide. And the suicide 

https://www.co.washington.or.us/LUT/Divisions/TrafficEngineering/Programs/upload/2018-Traffic-Count-data.pdf
https://www.co.washington.or.us/LUT/Divisions/TrafficEngineering/Programs/upload/2018-Traffic-Count-data.pdf
https://www.oregonmetro.gov/sites/default/files/2018/05/25/high-injury-corridors-report-April-2017.pdf
https://www.oregonlive.com/health/2019/09/in-oregon-academic-pressures-existential-fears-help-explain-rising-rates-of-suicide-mental-health-conditions.html
https://www.oregonlive.com/health/2019/09/in-oregon-academic-pressures-existential-fears-help-explain-rising-rates-of-suicide-mental-health-conditions.html


rate for those 10 to 24 increased steadily from 7 suicides per 100,000 in 2010 to 14 in 2017, according to 

Oregon Health Authority records.”  

“National trends show a steady increase in suicide across all age groups. And Oregon’s suicide rate, both 

overall and for young people, has outstripped the national average for years. In addition to those deaths, 

hundreds of Oregon youth are hospitalized every year for self harm and suicide attempts. The state also has 

one of the highest rates of youth depression in the nation, according to non-profit advocacy group Mental 

Health America.”  

 

It is very clear that extra-long commutes (like Springville feeding into Five Oaks) will have disastrous effects on 

the mental health of our kids.  

 

I request Mr. Sparks and the Committee members to not punish ANY kid in this manner – for the sake of 

humanity. These kids will be the future citizens of our country. Give them an equal opportunity to get through 

their most formative years. They are already going through tougher times than we did as children, let’s not 

make it even harder for them. 

Sincerely,  

Radha Muddu 

 

Springville feeding 
into Five Oaks

Extra-long 
commute 

time

Mental 
health risks 

increase
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Please add to comments
 
From: Madhusudhan Rangarajan <mrangar@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 9:32 PM
To: Steven Sparks - Exec Admin <Steven_Sparks@beaverton.k12.or.us>
Subject: MS Boundary: PDF illustrating relative distances for the committee
 

This is from a Non-BSD Email address: Please only click links and attachments if you are sure they are
safe

Mr Sparks,
 
I would like to get the attached PDF over to the Advisory Committee so that members who are not
familiar with the northern part of the district get a visual illustration of the implications of Map C to
Springville. Could you please add this to the public record?
 
Thanks,
 
Madhu
 



Stoller is 
Springville’s only 
neighborhood 
middle school at a 
reasonable 
distance. Other 
schools have 
multiple options at 
a reasonable 
distance

Springville to Five 
Oaks is the 
longest MS 
commute in BSD

MAP C is not fair to 
Springville and 

isolates it from the 
North Bethany 

community

Do not punish 
Springville kids for 

Timberland’s 
unfortunate location

MAP C makes the most 
northwestern neighborhood in 
the district is an isolated 
island which is bused all the 
way to Five Oaks, all alone, 
with none of its neighboring 
communities

1 2

3

Summa option 
program 
continues to 
remain here
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